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S T R E S Z C Z E N I E
Tematem rozprawy doktorskiej jest teoretyczny opis ultrazimnych ga-
zów atomowych w jedno- i dwuwymiarowych sieciach optycznych w
obecnos´ci nieporza˛dku prowadza˛cego do lokalizacji Andersona. Nie-
porza˛dek jest generowany przez oddziaływanie z druga˛ frakcja˛ lo-
sowo rozłoz˙onych i unieruchomionych atomów.
W układach o obniz˙onej wymiarowos´ci nie wyste˛puje przejs´cie z
fazy izolatora Andersona do fazy przewodza˛cej, jednak nie jest wy-
kluczone istnienie dyskretnego zbioru stanów przewodza˛cych. Pierw-
sza cze˛s´c´ pracy pos´wie˛cona jest własnos´ciom takich stanów, które po-
jawiaja˛ sie˛ na skutek istnienia korelacji w rozkładzie nieporza˛dku. W
sieciach o skon´czonych rozmiarach obecnos´c´ stanów przewodza˛cych
powoduje pojawienie sie˛ „okien transportu”, czyli zakresów energii,
dla których długos´c´ lokalizacji jest wie˛ksza od rozmiarów układu.
Potencjalnym zastosowaniem takich układów jest tworzenie precy-
zyjnych, przestrajalnych filtrów energii atomów w sieci optycznej.
W pracy opisano metode˛ pozwalaja˛ca˛ analitycznie wyznaczac´ ener-
gie stanów niezlokalizowanych dla korelacji z klasy uogólnionych N-
merów. Pokazano równiez˙, z˙e nawet w nieskon´czonym układzie sa˛
to stany przewodza˛ce. Naste˛pnie zaproponowano metode˛ tworzenia
korelacji tego typu w eksperymencie, a takz˙e opisano technike˛ pozwa-
laja˛ca˛ na generacje˛ nieporza˛dku w amplitudach tunelowan´, co umoz˙-
liwia w jeszcze wie˛kszym stopniu kontrolowac´ ilos´c´ stanów przewo-
dza˛cych oraz ich energie.
W drugiej cze˛s´ci pracy opisano metode˛ pozwalaja˛ca˛ symulowac´
w dwuwymiarowej sieci optycznej szczególny typ nieporza˛dku: lo-
sowe pole magnetyczne. Układy tego typu, stworzone dzie˛ki jedno-
czesnym modulacjom wysokos´ci sieci i oddziaływan´ mie˛dzy frak-
cjami atomów pozwalaja˛ badac´ wiele zjawisk opisanych w ramach
fizyki fazy skondensowanej takich jak ułamkowy kwantowy efekt
Halla. W pracy zaprezentowano najistotniejsze efekty zaobserwowane
podczas numerycznego obliczania długos´ci lokalizacji dla szerokiego
zakresu parametrów. W szczególnos´ci wytłumaczono anomalnie ni-
ska˛ długos´c´ lokalizacji wyste˛puja˛ca˛ dla skorelowanego nieporza˛dku.
Przedstawiono takz˙e porównanie s´redniej drogi swobodnej wyzna-
czonej z teoretycznego zwia˛zku z długos´cia˛ lokalizacji z wynikami
ewolucji w czasie zlokalizowanego pakietu falowego.
W zała˛cznikach zawarto opis metod stosowanych do analizy perio-
dycznie modulowanych układów oraz metod numerycznych słuz˙a˛-
cych do wyznaczania długos´ci lokalizacji.
v

A B S T R A C T
Topic of the thesis is a theoretical description of the ultracold atomic
gases in one- and two-dimensional optical lattices in the presence
of the disorder leading to the Anderson localization. The disorder is
created by interaction of the main fraction of atoms with the second
immobilized fraction distributed randomly over the lattice.
In low-dimensional systems there is no transition from the Ander-
son localized to the conducting phase, although in the presence of
correlations a discrete set of extended states can exist. The first part
of the thesis is devoted to properties of such states. In the finite size
lattices, the presence of those states results in the appearance of ‘win-
dows of transport’ – energy ranges, in which the localization length is
longer than the system size. Potentially, those systems could be used
as precise, tunable filters for energies of atoms in the optical lattices.
The analytical method of determining the extended states energies
for correlations of generalized N-mers type is presented, along with
a proof that indeed those states are extended in the infinite system.
Subsequently, the way of experimental creation of this type of cor-
relations is proposed, as well as the technique of generation of the
disorder in the tunneling amplitudes, which significantly enhances
tunability of the proposed energy filters.
The second part of the thesis describes the method which allows
to simulate a specific type of the disorder: random magnetic field.
Systems of such a class, created in a two dimensional lattice using
simultaneous fast periodic modulation of the lattice height and inter-
actions with immobilized species, may allow in future to investigate
the range of topics from the condensed matter physics, for example
fractional quantum Hall effect at half-filling. In the thesis, the most
interesting features observed upon investigation of such systems are
presented. Especially, the anomalously low localization length for
correlated disorder is explained. The expression linking localization
length with the mean free path is tested for the presented model and
the results are compared with directly calculated mean free path.
In the appendices the method used to analyze time periodic sys-
tems is described together with the numerical techniques which could
be used to calculate the localization length.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
peeking into quantum world
Quantum revolution at the beginning of the 20th century gave us a
totally new view on the world and provided answers for many ques-
tions unveiling structure of the Universe, along with giving experi-
mental results of accuracy unimaginable before. However, it brought
even more unsolved problems and eventually halted its development
in contradictory interpretations and technical difficulties. Physics is
an experimental science and no matter how beautiful theory is, it has
to undergo an experimental validation to be accepted. This became
a huge problem not only in fields as a high energy physics, where
larger and larger accelerators reaching even higher energies have to
be built in order to test fundamental theories, but even in more ‘or-
dinary’ topics as a condensed matter physics. Although condensed
matter systems could be safely described by well-understood non-
relativistic quantum mechanics, due to their great complexity, they
show emergent behaviors which can not be easily explained and a
lot of unsolved questions persist in this area. Also experiments are
problematic despite, comparing with mentioned high energy physics,
they are quite easy to be prepared. The macroscopic quantities as con-
ductance, magnetization etc. could be precisely measured but the mi-
croscopic informations crucial to understand the systems are mostly
inaccessible. This is especially due to a small scale and a very fast
pace of the processes1. Through the years a range of methods and
ideas aimed at solving this problem have been created. Quantum sim-
ulators made in systems of ultracold atomic gases in electromagnetic
potentials, one of the leading topics of this work are one of them.
simulating quantum systems
Computers had been created thanks to the growing understanding of
the quantum-mechanical properties of the solid state systems (espe-
cially semiconductors). In a feedback they have a tremendous impact
on the physics as they provided an opportunity of fast numerical cal-
culations, which before had been omitted or done with an effort of a
long work of whole armies of human computers (as famous ‘Picker-
ing’s harem’ [1]).
1 For example in gold the wavelength of electron at Fermi energy is of the order of
picometers and the time between interactions with crystalline lattice is of order of
femtoseconds.
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Computers quickly became a standard equipment for making nu-
merical simulations of different phenomena from wide variety of
disciplines, as for example the simulation of classical nonintegrable,
chaotic systems or solving problems with complicated boundary con-
ditions as strains in constructions. It was obvious to use them also to
simulate the quantum systems of interest. It was especially important
due to the fact that the set of easily solvable models in the quantum
mechanics has run out quickly. Alas, it appeared that also conducting
the numerical calculations could be a formidable task. In case of the
classical physics, a complexity of computation very often scales lin-
early with a size of the system, thus even when a certain task could
not be fulfilled nowadays, we could hope that with quickly grow-
ing computer capabilities, it could be done someday. In contrary, for
quantum systems, in most of the cases, the size of the Hilbert space
grows exponentially fast upon adding degrees of freedom (particles,
lattice sites, internal states etc.). Required memory capacity explodes,
as well as computational cost of calculating an evolution or finding
a ground state of the system. This effectively makes it impossible
to find an exact numerical solution, even for a moderately complex
quantum system as for example interacting particles on lattice. Num-
ber of bits needed to just store the wavefunction of the system quickly
exceeds number which could be reached, regardless the technology
development2. Nowadays, we are limited to around several dozen
lattice sites with at most one particle on site, if we allow more par-
ticles on site – having not so strongly interacting bosons – length of
the lattice drops to less than twenty. There are of course numerous
numerical methods which, using various approximations, make cal-
culations for larger system sizes possible, although they usually work
well only for a narrow class of systems (for reviews see: Density Ma-
trix Renormalization Group [2], Matrix Product States [3], Quantum
Monte Carlo [4]). Nevertheless the general limitation persists.
Brilliant idea of overcoming this exponentially huge problem has
been given by Richard Feynman in 1982:
“And therefore, the problem is, how can we simulate the
quantum mechanics? (...) We can give up on our rule about
what the computer was, we can say: Let the computer it-
self be built of quantum mechanical elements which obey
quantum mechanical laws.”[5]
It was rather a loose concept than a concrete solution. Two main
branches grew from it in hope of realizing the quantum simulator: dig-
ital quantum computing and analog quantum simulation.
Roughly speaking, the digital quantum computing is an attempt to
transfer ideas from the classical Turing machines into quantum me-
2 For example wavefunction in the Bose-Hubbard model (9) with only 200 sites and
mean occupation 1/2 needs 1081 bits to be stored, while number of atoms in the
visible universe is estimated in range 1079-1082.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the general idea of the quantum simulator. To simulate
evolutionU of the state |φ(t)〉 in considered system we have to find
mapping to a state of simulator |ψ(t)〉 for which initial state could
be chosen, evolution could be tailored (to resemble evolution of
|φ(t)〉) and final state could be precisely measured (source: [6]).
chanical systems. In this manner instead of bits we have qbits (quan-
tum bits) and instead of classical gates we have quantum gates oper-
ating on qbits. Array of qbits could be realized for example using a
chain of particles with spin 1/2 (spin up is 1 and spin down 0), we
do not have to worry for the memory capacity of those systems as it
grows exponentially upon adding new particles to the chain. It have
been shown [7] that any unitary operation (as the evolution in a non-
dissipative system) could be decomposed in terms of the quantum
gates – thus the digital quantum simulators seems to be universal.
Although it looks promising, and indeed most of the physically im-
portant Hamiltonians could be simulated effectively (with at most
polynomially growing resources) it is not always easy to find such
an effective decomposition into quantum gates [8]. Moreover, as al-
ways in digital systems, the decomposition is only approximating the
real solution and to obtain higher accuracies more quantum gates are
needed, which could be a serious limitation considering present-day
experimental capabilities. The first steps in creating the digital quan-
tum computers have been done in systems of nuclear spins controlled
by the nuclear magnetic resonance [9], as they gave good results for
small systems, albeit are hardly scalable. Nowadays, the best realiza-
tion of digital quantum simulators are cooled ions trapped in linear
harmonic traps. They posses long coherence times and due to strong
interactions allow the creation of a high fidelity quantum gates [10,
11].
The analog quantum simulation goes the other way – it aims at
mimicking the behavior of the specific systems in the simplest possi-
ble way. The idea is not new in any way – the analog simulators have
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Figure 2: Astronomical clock from Prague, an example of the analog classi-
cal simulator (source: [12]).
been well known long before the era of computers. An interesting
example could be astronomical clocks, which are emulating periodic
movement of the planets and other astronomical objects by precise
clockwork mechanisms. They have been used to obtain informations,
such as positions of the planets or possible dates of the eclipses, with-
out need for lengthy calculations. In case of quantum systems the
idea is the same: we have to find a system, which is easy to con-
trol and study and could be mapped somehow on another system,
which is hard to investigate. Depending on the case, this mapping
Hsim = UHsysU
−1 could be trivial, as simulating the Hubbard model,
which naturally arises in optical lattices [13] (see also Sec. 1.3.3) or
very unobvious as for example mapping of a sound waves in Bose
Einstein condensate onto some models of cosmological inflation [14].
The analog quantum simulators are not so versatile as their digital
counterpart – in most of the cases each new model needs another
idea of setup, on the other hand experimental realization is much
simpler.
Quantum simulators attempt to address extremely wide range of
systems, the excellent listing could be found in [6]. Historically first
and most extensively studied are simulators of condensed matter sys-
tems. Especially Hubbard (and Bose-Hubbard) model [13] and spin
models [15] are investigated, mostly in order to determine their phase
diagrams and characteristics of quantum phase transitions [13, 16].
Also the effects of disorder (Sec. 1.5) and frustration [17] are of the
special interest as well as any connections with poorly understood
phenomena from condensed matter physics, such as high-Tc super-
conductivity [18]. Some of the applications appear in the field of the
high energy physics and try to simulate particles governed by the
Dirac equation [19], also the ideas to simulate effects predicted by
cosmological/astrophysical models as the inflation [14], Hawking ra-
diation[20] or Unruh effect [21] exist. Another promising field is sim-
ulation of the open quantum systems, topic which in classical com-
putation adds whole new level of complexity, in quantum simulators
could be obtained by adding some specific noise or just not insulating
system from the environment as well as it is possible [22].
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The numerous media are used for the analog quantum simulation,
such as arrays of coupled optical waveguides, allowing fine shap-
ing of the potentials but limited mostly to non-interacting particles
[23], ions in harmonic traps covering the opposite sector of strongly
correlated interacting particles [24] or Rydberg atoms, which due to
large distances between atoms makes single site addressing especially
simple [25]. Also solid state structures as arrays of Josepshon junc-
tions could be used [26]. Among all this options the most advanced
medium existing nowadays are ultracold atoms in electromagnetic
potentials, covered in the next section.
ultra-cold atoms
Overview
One of the most successful (up to date) realizations of the idea of
the quantum simulator are systems of ultracold atoms in electromag-
netic potentials. The field dates back to the early 90-thies, time of a
great development of techniques of trapping, controlling and precise
measurement of the state of ultracold atomic gases by the means of
external electric and magnetic fields as well as the laser light.
Two main features have made this field such a good basis for the
quantum simulators: scale in which quantum processes appear and
the tunability. As I stated before, one of the difficulties in exploring
quantum world is usual sub-microscopic scale of quantum mechan-
ical processes and short time scales. However, thermal de Brogile
wavelength λdB =
√
2pi h2/mkBT depends on the temperature and
when we consider atoms cooled up to temperatures of the order of
nanokelvin it could become quite big3. Thus we have systems which
exhibit quantum properties but their size is nearly macroscopic and
their dynamics are slow enough for electronic devices to easily con-
trol and record them. Second property is a great tunability of such
systems, as it is facetiously but not so far from reality stated that “ev-
erything could be somehow simulated by ultracold atoms”. By the
appropriate use of the electromagnetic potentials, the atoms could
be trapped, cooled, heated, propelled, their internal states could be
changed, as well as interactions with other atoms could be tailored.
Even complex phases could be added, so the atoms would behave
as they were charged particles moving in a magnetic field or even in
some non-abelian gauge field.
3 For example for rubidium-87 (one of the most widely used species) cooled to 20nK
the λdB ≈ 1µm.
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Figure 3: Examples of the optical lattices: (a) two dimensional array of tubes
and (b) three dimensional regular lattice. On the left: arrangement
of lasers, on the right: visualization of the lattice (source: [28]).
Optical lattices
In this context the basic solid state structure – crystal – can be real-
ized in the cold atoms experiments as an optical lattice, a standing
wave of light created by two counterpropagating laser beams (or one
beam reflected from a mirror). For the first time such a system have
been set up in Cohen-Tannoudji group in 1992 [27]. By choosing a
frequency of light far detuned from any of the atomic transitions, we
could neglect excitations, so we can assume that the atoms move in
a purely conservative potential. Then, simple description apply: elec-
tric component of the light wave induces a dipole moment in atoms
d ∝ E(r) and interact with those induced dipoles, resulting potential
seen by atoms reads V(r) = −d · E(r) ∝ |E(r)|2 [28]. In the standing
wave, the electric component at anti-node fluctuates, but as fluctua-
tions happen at optical frequency which is way higher than any dy-
namics of the system they could be averaged and effectively we have
the potential proportional to intensity of light V(r) ∝ I(r). Usually
one of the frequencies of transitions is much closer to the lattice fre-
quency than others and detuning from it governs both strength and
the sign of polarizability and in consequence behavior of atoms: for
red-detuned laser, atoms are attracted toward maxima of intensity for
blue-detuned opposite. The most characteristic features of the optical
lattices (which also mark the biggest differences from real crystalline
structures) is that they are ideal, in the sense that they do not con-
tain any defects, unless deliberately induced and that they are rigid –
atoms are affected by the lattice but the lattice is not affected by atoms
– there are no phonon excitations (except systems in cavity [29]).
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Even for this one specific setup excluded out of the whole field of
ultracold atomic gases, there are so many different possibilities and
variations I will not try to cover all of them in this introduction. I will
concentrate on the model which will be used further – Bose-Hubbard
model in the regular lattice, for the whole spectrum of possibilities
one could for example check [30, 31] and references therein.
Bose-Hubbard model
Standing light wave created by the two counterpropagating beams is
seen by atoms as sinusoidal potential V(x) = Ax sin(2pi/bxx) where bx
is half of the wavelength and potential height is given by a formula:
Ax =
3pi2ΓI0
2ω30δ
, (1)
where I0 is a maximal intensity of light (at antinode), δ is a detuning
from the closest atomic transition frequency (ω0) and Γ is an inverse
time of decay of state excited by frequency ω0. Usage of pairs of per-
pendicular beams allows creation of two- or three-dimensional regu-
lar lattices (see Fig 3). In the case of optical lattice created only in one
or two dimensions4, without any additional potentials the dynamics
of free particles in remaining dimensions should be considered, and
in experimental conditions the atoms could ‘leak out’. Usually, to pre-
vent this deep harmonic potential is used V(z) = 1/2Ω2mz2 where Ω
is angular frequency of trap and m is atom mass. For definiteness I
will describe the system with the optical lattice in one direction (x)
and the harmonic confinement in others (y and z). The one particle
Hamiltonian reads:
h(r) = −
 h2
2m
∇2 −A sin
(
2pi
a
x
)
−Ωm
(
y2 + z2
)
. (2)
Convenient property of our regular lattice potential is its separability.
We could treat wavefunction in different directions separately and
whole wavefunction of a system is just Ψ(r) = ψ(x)ψ(y)ψ(z) where
each of components could be determined by solving one dimensional
problem with Hamiltonian:
h(xi) = −
 h2
2m
∂2xi − Vi(xi). (3)
In the directions of the harmonic confinement we have eigenstates of
harmonic oscillator, if Ω is high enough we could neglect any excita-
tions in those directions as their energy is much higher than any ex-
citations in lattice. The wavefunction is then Ψ(x) = ψ(x)φh(y)φh(z)
4 Those systems are usually called one- or two- dimensional, although more precise
will be quasi one- or two- dimensional as all internal properties of particles (as
statistics) remain three-dimensional, only their movement is confined to line/plane.
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(where φh is a ground state of the harmonic oscillator) and we could
focus on dynamics in the x direction. As the lattice is spatially peri-
odic, it allows use of the Bloch’s theorem [32]. We could write ψ(x) as
eikxφαk (x) where φ
α
k (x) are periodic Bloch waves, index k enumerates
quasi-momenta and α enumerates energy bands. If the lattice is high
enough that there exists a gap between ground and first excited band,
instead of Bloch waves we can use a basis of Wannier functions which
are localized on sites of lattice [33, 34]. One could go from Bloch to
Wannier basis by making the Fourier transform:
wαn(x) =
∑
k
eibxnkφαk (x). (4)
The function wαn(x) describes particle in the α band localized on the
n-th site of the lattice. As phases of the different Bloch waves could
be changed independently we are still left with vast choice of form
of the Wannier functions. Standard option is to choose real functions
with maximum at chosen site for symmetric states (ground and even
excited) and with maximum first derivative at chosen site for asym-
metric states (odd excited). The wavefunction could be expressed in
the basis of the Wannier functions:
ψ(x) =
∑
n
ψαnw
α
n(x), (5)
where ψi is occupation of i-th site. We could also rewrite Hamiltonian
(2) in this basis as:
HTB =
∑
ijαβ
|wαi 〉〈wαi |h|wβj 〉〈wβj | =
∑
ijαβ
[h]αβij |wi〉〈wj|, (6)
where [h]αβij = 〈wαi |h|wβj 〉 are matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (2)
in chosen basis5. As the Bloch functions for different bands are orthog-
onal, also the Wannier functions are, so in one-particle Hamiltonian
bands are separated. From now on I will assume that system is in the
lowest band and drop band indices. Furthermore, we could distin-
guish the on-site energies i = [h]ii which denotes energy of particle
placed in some specific lattice site from tunneling rates tij = [h]ij for
i 6= j. As the tunneling rates fall exponentially with distance, in most
of the cases we consider only terms tii±1 ≡ ti. In this way we reach
the standard tight binding model with the nearest neighbor tunnel-
ing:
HTB =
∑
i
i|wi〉〈wi|− ti|wi〉〈wi+1|− ti−1|wi〉〈wi−1|. (7)
5 Of course we should use full wave-function Ψ(r) but as we have assumed that in
all other directions we have ground state of harmonic oscillator ψ(y) and ψ(z) just
integrates out to 1.
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Values of the on-site energy i and the tunneling rates ti are given by
action of Hamiltonian (2) onto Wannier functions and for regular lat-
tice should be homogeneous but anticipating various possibilities of
inducing inhomogeneities in the system I have written Hamiltonian
with site dependent parameters.
Further, HTB could be extended by means of the second quantiza-
tion (for derivation and description see for example [35]) to describe
systems of many interacting particles. If we assume that only the s-
wave scattering is present (which is reasonable for dilute ultracold
atomic gases), it could be modeled by a contact interaction pseudopo-
tential :
U(r, r ′) =
4pi h2σ
m
δ(3)(r− r ′), (8)
where σ is scattering length. Single particle tight binding Hamiltonian
(7) with the contact two-particle interactions can be written as:
HBH =
∑
i
(
ini − tia
†
iai+1 − tia
†
i+1ai +
Ui
2
ni(ni − 1)
)
, (9)
where i enumerates lattice sites, ai(a
†
i) are bosonic ([ai,a
†
i ] = 1) oper-
ators of annihilation(creation) of particle localized at site i (the Wan-
nier function wi(x)), ni = a
†
iai is particle number operator, Ui is
energy of contact interactions given by
Ui =
4pi h2σ
m
∫
dx|wi(x)|4
∫
dy|φh0 (y)|
4
∫
dz|φh0 (z)|
4, (10)
in this case the integrands of ground states of harmonic oscillator
could not be simply omitted as now the higher powers are integrated
in result one gets:
Ui = 2 hσΩ
∫
dx|wi(x)|4. (11)
Another issue which should be remembered is that integral (11) gives
nonzero results also for different sites and different bands, thus in
principle there are long range interactions and band mixing and all
elements Uαβγδijkl should be calculated and placed in the Hamiltonian.
The long range interactions can be neglected for deep enough lattices.
Coupling to higher bands also could be discarder if only the energy
of excitations is big enough (or density of particles is small enough)6.
Having done all the assumptions above we arrive at the simple
model (9) with three parameters (or sets of parameters): {i}, {ti} and
{Ui}. All of them could be somehow modified:
6 As an indicator the ratio of energy of excited band to interaction energy could be
used – if it is smaller than one it is energetically favorable for particles to occupy
higher bands.
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on-site energy in most of the experimental setups is modified by
addition of a shallow harmonic trap which prevents leaking out
of atoms at the edges of the lattice, it may be made stronger to
create significant inhomogeneity. Another method of breaking
the homogeneity of on-site energies is imposing another optical
lattice – if only it is weak enough we could assume it changes
only the on-site energies of the main lattice. In this way one
could get periodic variation of the on-site energies (superlattice)
or quasi-periodic Aubry-Andre model [36]. Disordered on-site
energies could be created by means of speckle potentials or sec-
ond species of atoms immobilized in the lattice (described fur-
ther in section 1.6).
tunneling rates could be simply changed by changing the lattice
height. Inhomogeneity of tunnelings appears naturally if on-site
energies are changed (by one of the methods described above),
but usually it is small effect (estimation could be found in [37]).
The effective method of making larger changes of tunnelings
(amplitudes as well as complex phases) is using fast periodic
modulation of the lattice parameters, examples are given in sec-
tions 2.2.2 and 3.5.
interactions value (precisely the scattering length σ in equation
(8)) could be changed or even set to zero using external mag-
netic field in vicinity of the Feshbach resonances [38]. Inhomo-
geneous interaction strengths could be obtained in the optical
lattices placed above an atom chip, where magnetic field can
vary on small length scales [39].
floquet theorem
Usually, when considering ultracold atomic gases we assume that
Hamiltonian of the system is time independent during the evolution
(the elements of system as fields, lattice height etc. do not change
considerably). Time dependencies appear at a transitions between
different phases of experiment and are either adiabatically slow to
preserve ground state or very quick to provide fast readout, also reso-
nant driving is used to place system in some excited state. Yet another
notable form of time dependency, which has entered the toolbox of
ultracold atomic gases around ten years ago is a fast off-resonant pe-
riodic modulation of the system parameters. The theory describing
the class of periodically driven systems has been created in the end
of 19th century by Gaston Floquet [40], originally to deal with linear
differential equations with periodic time dependence. He made two
main statements:
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1. for every differential equation which could be written as:
x˙(t) = A(t)x(t), where : A(t+ T) = A(t) (12)
there exist matrix B for which: x(t) = eitBxp(t) where xp(t) has
the same period as A(t).
2. there exist a coordinate change y(t) = Q−1(t)x(t) which results
in:
y˙(t) = Ry(t), (13)
where R is time independent.
Especially first claim looks familiar – it resembles the Bloch theorem
for the case of the space periodicity. In classical systems the Floquet
theory have been used for example to solve the Hill equation deter-
mining stability of lunar motion [41], or to deal with other problems
considering movement of astronomical objects [42]. First application
to quantum systems has been done by Shirley in 1965 [43] for two
level system with time dependent coupling (two level atom in a vary-
ing magnetic field).
Its importance for the ultracold atomic systems came from the fact
that upon applying a periodic modulation to a system, its behavior
could be changed in a way impossible to obtain by other means. In
this way the Floquet engineering (as it was dubbed due to ample op-
portunities and ease of changing Hamiltonians on the will) greatly
enhances ultracold atomic gases as quantum simulators. I will be
interested mostly in the case of fast modulations, which allows to
describe system dynamics for a long times (much longer than a mod-
ulation period) using the time independent effective Hamiltonian.
Application to the field of ultracold atoms have been first proposed
in the ‘hot’ era just after condensate had been created in 1997 [44], the
fast development has started around ten years later by the idea of sup-
pressing the tunneling in the optical lattice or even reversing its sign
by the periodic shaking of the lattice [45]. Also the transition from
a superfluid to a Mott insulator have been induced in this way [46,
47]. Yet another significant application is using periodic modulations
to create artificial gauge fields [17] allowing simulation of the orbital
magnetism using neutral atoms.
The statements of the Floquet theorem look deceptively simple, but
in most of interesting situations, finding appropriate change of the co-
ordinates is impossible. Usually one have to appeal to approximate
solutions. More precise description of methods of finding such effec-
tive time independent Hamiltonians is given in appendix A.
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anderson localization
Overview
Anderson localization (known also as a strong localization) is a phe-
nomenon appearing in a disordered quantum systems. It presents a
stark distinction from transport in classical disordered systems. If we
consider the classical particle traveling in disordered potential land-
scape it will move diffusively7. Thus the transport is slowed down
but not stopped. The particle could be also localized but only if it has
started in some ‘well’ in potential disconnected from the rest of the
system and does not have enough energy to escape it.
On the other hand, for the quantum particles (or in general any
coherently propagating waves) the situation is qualitatively different.
One thing is that particle will not remain trapped, if the well is not
infinitely deep. Especially, if the wells create periodic structure (for
example the optical lattice), the Bloch theorem applies [32] and we
are assured that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are Bloch waves
spanning across the whole system. Upon considering the quantum
particle traveling in a considerably weak random potential (such that,
in classical case it will only slightly affect the particle movement),
even more striking difference appears – the wavefunction of the par-
ticle appears to become localized with exponentially decaying tails
(Fig. 4(a)). The wavefunction gets form:
ψ(x) ∼ e−
|x−x0|/λ. (14)
Position on which function is localized (x0), depends on the disorder
realization but the localization length λ is a nonrandom quantity – it
depends only on statistical properties of the disorder. This effect is a
famous Anderson localization, first described nearly sixty years ago
by Philip Anderson [49]. It is an interference effect (Fig. 4(b)). The
wavefunction of a particle gets scattered on numerous scatterers and
all those scattered waves interfere destructively almost everywhere.
In the effect the particle localizes – the probability of finding it falls
with distance exponentially. In low dimensional systems the effect
appears for nearly all energies and disorder types8. In three dimen-
sions, for growing energies the system undergoes quantum phase
transition from the Anderson insulator (all states localized) into the
metallic phase (all states extended) – the transition point is called the
mobility edge.
7 At sufficiently large scale, if the scale will be too short the movement will be almost
ballistic.
8 The exceptions include for example some specific correlations [50, 51] or two-
dimensional systems with spin-orbit coupling [52].
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Figure 4: Two facets of the Anderson localization phenomenon. (a) In the lat-
tice system eigenfunctions are Bloch waves, but after introducing
the disorder, eigenfunctions become localized with exponentially
falling envelope. (b) Coherent wave is traveling through randomly
placed scatterers, scattered waves interfere destructively causing
exponential decay of the conductance with the distance (source:
[48]).
Weak localization
Weak localization is often depicted as predecessor of strong (Ander-
son) localization. It is an interference effect appearing for coherent
waves traveling in the disordered media – same as Anderson localiza-
tion, however weak localization correction only reduces the diffusion
constant, not sets it to zero.
To describe a movement of a quantum particle traveling through
the system between points r0 and r we have to take into account all
possible paths it could take. Probability of reaching the goal P(r0, r)
is the squared absolute value of sum of all amplitudes of probability
(ai):
P(r0, r) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈paths
ai
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
i∈paths
|ai|
2 +((((
((((
(
interference terms
= Pcl(r0, r). (15)
In the disordered system in most of the cases the interference term
averages to zero when summed over all possible paths and we are
left with the classical sum of probabilities. One important exception
is when we consider particle returning to its origin (r = r0). Then,
for all paths we could find another one which is going on exactly the
same contour but in opposite direction (as at the picture 5). Those
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Figure 5: When considering two reversed paths their phases are the same so
they add constructively doubling the probability of returning to
the origin for a quantum particle (if the transport is coherent).
two paths (as long as the time reversal symmetry holds) have the
same phase factor, so we could write:
P(r0, r0) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈paths/2
2ai
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 4
∑
i∈paths/2
|ai|
2 +((((
((((
(
interference terms
= 2Pcl(r0, r), (16)
so for a coherently propagating quantum particle the probability of
returning to the origin is twice higher than for classical one.
Scaling theory of the localization
One of the first attempts to better understand localization processes
and the apparent dependence on the dimensionality has been done by
means of the scaling theory of localization [53]. General question in
case of the transport and localization could be framed as: we want to
know how the conductance of the system is changing upon changing
the scale of the system. The conjecture made by Thouless [54] was that
the conductance (g) of d dimensional block of size 2L is given solely
by the conductance of 2d blocks of size L of which it is composed.
In other words, when we determine the conductance of some part of
the system, the conductance of the part elongated in one direction
by some factor b will be given by function depending only on b and
conductance itself:
g(bL) = f(b,g(L)), (17)
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(obviously to satisfy this relation the added part has to be big enough
to have representative realization of the disorder). Further we assume
that the above equation could be written in continuous form:
d logg(L)
d logL
= β(g(L)). (18)
If we are able to find a form of the β(g) function we could use it
to calculate the conductance for any system size starting from just
one sample. In order deduce the shape of β(g) we need to know its
limiting behaviors:
• For very large conductance we could assume that the classical
theory of transport is correct and use classical dimensionless con-
ductance:
g˜(L) =
2k`
d
(kL)d−2, (19)
where k is momentum and ` is a mean free path (a distance
which particle can travel before its movement becomes random-
ized). In the considered limit scaling function is constant:
β(g) −→
g→∞ d− 2. (20)
• For the opposite case, the exponential localization is present9,
so g ∼ e−αL and the scaling function has form:
β(g) −→
g→0
log
(
g
g0
)
, (21)
where g0 is of order of one.
Having those limiting cases we could determine the behavior for sys-
tems of different dimensionalities.
one dimension In one dimensional systems the classical conduc-
tance falls linearly with the system size (the Ohm’s law) so the β(g) is
−1. As it is negative, for growing system size g(L) will fall, β(g) will
be even smaller so the fall of g will accelerate eventually reaching the
regime of strong localization where logg(L) starts to fall linearly so
the decay of conductance becomes exponential (as presented in the
Fig. 6).
two dimensions In two dimensions the classical conductance is
independent on the size of the system. It left us with rather ambigu-
ous situation, as we are around zero and do not know in which direc-
tion the renormalization flow will take us. In this situation the details
9 If we imagine d-dimensional system as (d− 1)-dimensional array of wires, the ex-
ponential decay of conductance in one channel will win with polynomially growing
number of channels.
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Figure 6: The picture showing the scaling curves β(g) in function of logg
for different dimensionalities, arrows mark the direction of flow
(source: [56]).
of the model becomes relevant. We could write the limiting β(g) with
the corrections of order g−1:
β(g) =
c2
g
+O(g−2). (22)
The correction obtained from scaling theory: − 1/2 is wrong but as
long as the system preserve time reversal and spin change symme-
tries (stays in orthogonal class) the weak localization correction applies
and the β(g) is always negative. Exact value of coefficient c2 could
be determined, using self consistent theory of localization [55], to be
−1/pi. In the result the system is always localized but in contrary to
the one-dimensional case the localization length grow exponentially
for larger energies (momentum) or weakening disorder. The approx-
imate expression connecting localization length with the mean free
path reads:
λ = ` exp
(pi
2
k`
)
. (23)
three dimensions In three dimensions the situation is qualita-
tively different. The classical conductance grows with growing sys-
tem size, so the β(g) function is positive for large g. If we start with
the dimensionless conductance in this region, for larger system sizes
we will get even larger g and the flow will take us to g→∞ – the sys-
tem will be conducting. On the other hand starting at the other side
will again lead us to exponentially decaying g(L). Point gc for which
β(gc) = 0 is an unstable fixed point and marks the phase transition
between localized and extended states, the mobility edge.
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Figure 7: Wave passing through two scatterers could undergo multiple re-
flections between them. To get transmission probability all those
paths have to be summed.
Example: localization in one dimension
The case of one dimensional systems could be treated more rigor-
ously to show that exponential localization indeed appears. The be-
havior of wave interacting with scattering potential is typically given
by scattering matrix connecting left and right outgoing waves. For our
purposes more convenient is the transfer matrix10 which links waves
on the left side of the obstacle with those on the right side. It could
be written as:
M =
[
1/t∗ − r∗/t∗
− r/t 1/t
]
, (24)
where r and t are reflection and transmission coefficients (I assume
that scatterer is symmetric). The advantage of the transfer matrix
over the scattering matrix is that it could be chained so the trans-
fer through two scatterers, having individual transfer matrices M1
and M2 is given just by M12 = M1M2. The probability of transfer
through them T12 = |t12|2 could be calculated by summing all possi-
ble internal reflections (as shoved in the picture 7). The result is given
by:
T12 =
T1T2
|1−
√
R1R2eiθ|2
, (25)
where θ is a phase the wave acquires traveling between scatterers.
To investigate the localization we want to know how the transmis-
sion behaves upon adding subsequent scatterers. Alas, the relation
(25) could not be simply extended, as then we will have to take into
account all possible paths between all scatterers. The best option is
to find a function of T which is additive. Solution is a logarithm of
transmission probability as:
log T12 = log T1 + log T2 − 2 log
∣∣∣1−√R1R2eiθ∣∣∣ , (26)
10 Not to be confused with transfer matrix T introduced in 2.4. They could be connected
but are different objects.
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and upon averaging over disordered distance between scatterers: 〈. . .〉θ =∫2pi
0 dθ/2pi the last term averages to zero:
〈log(T12)〉 = log T1 + log T2. (27)
Thus, if we have wire of length L with density n of randomly placed
identical scatterers (with transmission probability T ), then the loga-
rithm of transmission probability trough the system will be log〈Tsys〉 =
nL log T . As could be shown (for example in [56]) the logarithm of
transmission is a self-averaging quantity so it could be used as a typi-
cal value of transmission upon taking the average over different real-
izations of disorder. Following this we could write the typical trans-
mission as:
Ttyp = exp〈log Tsys〉 = exp (−Ln log T1) , (28)
where (n log T1)−1 is defined as the localization length λ.
Many body localization
Although whole of this work is concentrated on Anderson localiza-
tion – single particle effect, it would be unfair not to mention vividly
developing field of Many Body Localization. At the first glance it
seems that interactions between particles being source of strong deco-
herence should destroy the localization. It was dominant opinion for
a long time and the localization has been investigated in systems with
negligible interactions. Recently, it was shown that for sufficiently
strong disorder, interacting systems could also show signatures of lo-
calization. It could be interpreted as localization in the Hilbert space
rather than in the real space. Such a localization stops the thermal-
ization of the states. In most of the quantum systems (even if they
are isolated from the environment), only a finite number of local ob-
servables are conserved quantities, so upon the evolution the system
loses most of informations of its initial state, apart from the very ba-
sic ones (energy, magnetization etc.) – it thermalizes. On the contrary
in many body localized systems there is an extensive number of con-
served local observables. The most studied example is probably the
charged density wave order which, being the highly excited state,
quickly diminishes in ergodic systems while persist for long times in
many body localized cases. Review of the field could be find in [57,
58].
disordered setups for the ultracold atoms
Although the Anderson localization have been devised for the elec-
trons in condensed matter systems it is extremely hard to observe it in
this class of media due to a strong decoherence caused by the electron-
electron and the electron-phonon interactions. Instead, it have been
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experimentally studied in the ultracold atomic gases, which provide
highly tuneable setups, without phonons (due to the rigidity of op-
tical lattices) and with the interactions that could be set to zero by
means of the Feshbach resonances11.
There exist basically three main methods of creating disorder in ul-
tracold atoms experiments. Each of them provides different disorder
distributions and gave different possibilities of tailoring correlations,
disorder strength etc. I will shortly review all three of them.
Speckle potential
Localization in the speckle potential have been the first one to be
shown in the experiment (half of century after Anderson published
his theory) [62]. Speckle potential could be (and in most of the cases
is) applied to the ultracold atomic system without the underlying
optical lattice. It could be created in the setup presented in Fig. 8: laser
beam is illuminating a diffusive plate, the scattered light is focused
by the lens and the pattern of light appearing on the focal plane is
the speckle pattern. Disorder is introduced by the scattering on a
diffusive plate as phases of the scattered waves are randomized, but
as the time coherence is preserved they interfere. Because of its origin,
speckle potential posses some very specific correlations which, apart
from yielding simple theoretical description, could be easily modified
in the experiment by modification of the aperture of the diffusive
plate. For example, by adding some shutter in the midst of it one
could create correlations resulting in the appearance of an effective
mobility edge – a range of the energies for which the localization
length grows by several orders of magnitude [63]. This method could
be taken even further into so called holographic microtraps allowing
creation of a wide range of potential shapes by precisely preparing
the diffusive plates [64]. However the possibilities of changing the
aperture are limited and due to the fact that its size is restricted by
the laser beam width and the geometry of experimental setup (which
may not allow to let in arbitrary wide beam) the variability of the
speckle potential (i.e. width of one speckle) is small comparing for
example with the optical lattice. Due to this fact, methods based on
high variability of potential as ones presented in the next chapter
(2.2.2) are much less useful in case of the speckle.
Frozen particles
In this class of methods (proposed in [66, 67]) we use two fractions
of the particles (which could be different species of atoms as good as
11 Another systems allowing experimental observation of the localization are for exam-
ple photons in optical waveguides [59], ultrasound in elastic network [60] or laser
light on simple set of randomly placed transparencies [61].
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Figure 8: (a) Sketch of a speckle potential setup: laser light is scattered by
a diffusive plate, and focused by a lens – on the focal plane the
speckle pattern appears. (b) Anisotropic speckle pattern. (c) The
autocorrelation of the intensity (upper plot) and power spectrum
(lower plot) both showing the lower limit on the size of one speckle
– given by the width of autocorrelation and by the upper boundary
of power spectrum (source: [65]).
different internal states of atoms of the same element). One species
is frozen in random positions in the lattice and acts as a static dis-
order (all parameters and operators related to it are denoted by f
superscript) while the other are mobile particles which dynamics we
consider. The general idea of creating such system is as follows: We
start from the two fractions of bosons in the optical lattice, described
by the Hamiltonian:
HTF =
∑
〈ij〉
(ta†iaj + t
fa
f†
i a
f
j)
+
∑
i
U
2
ni(ni − 1) +
Uf
2
nfi(n
f
i − 1) + Vn
f
ini, (29)
where 〈ij〉 denotes nearest neighbors, U and V are intraspecies and in-
terspecies interactions respectively. At the beginning we assume that
we have only the (not yet)frozen particles in the system. We could
easily obtain two different random distributions of disorder: binary
and Poisson. For the first we should use small density of strongly re-
pulsing particles ((a) ρf < 1 and Uf  tf) while for the latter higher
density of frozen atoms in a deep superfluid regime ((b) ρf > 1 and
tf & Uf). After letting frozen particles to evolve for some time we pro-
ceed with a fast quench of tf for example by the rapid increase of a
lattice height. In the (a) case we get in this way a binary disorder – on
each site of the lattice there is either 0 or 1 frozen particles. If we used
option (b), after quenching a superfluid the distribution of the frozen
particles should be given by the Poisson distribution with the mean
at the ρf. Into system prepared in such a way we put mobile particles.
As now the tf = 0 we could treat nfi just as a number and element
(Vnfi) of the Hamiltonian as the on-site energy term. The question
could rise how one species could be immobilized while second has
non-vanishing tunnelings? It could be done for example by using two
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elements which have different detuning from the lattice frequency or
by using two hyperfine states susceptible only to one circular polariza-
tion of light and then creating two overlapping lattices with different
polarizations and independently controlled height12. To sum up we
get Hamiltonian:
HD =
∑
〈ij〉
ta
†
iaj +
∑
i
ini, (30)
where i = Vnfi is random on site potential.
Incommensurate lattice
This class is quite specific as it do not has any disorder in the common
sense. The setup is composed of two overlapping optical lattices cre-
ated by light with different wavelengths (so called bichromatic lattice).
If the lattice constants are commensurate we get superlattice – still a
periodic structure but with changed period. More interesting for us
is a case when the lattice constants are incommensurate. Then the
spatial periodicity is lost so the Bloch theorem could not be used any-
more. The obtained potential obviously is not random, but it could
be treated as sort of quasi-disorder and it appears that to some extent
it gives similar results as really disordered potentials.
To simplify the description we could assume that one lattice (main)
is much higher and the second is only a small perturbation. Then
Bloch theorem is still approximately satisfied and we could find the
Wannier functions for the main lattice, while the second lattice effec-
tively changes only the on-site energies13. In this way we eventually
approach the Hamiltonian of the Aubry-Andre model [36]:
HAA =
∑
〈ij〉
ta
†
iaj +
∑
i
VAA cos (βi)ψi, (31)
where VAA is height of incommensurate potential and β measure of
incommensurability. It have been shown that such a system has a
transition between the localized and the extended states at VAA = 2t.
For lower potential all states are extended while for higher all are
exponentially localized.
Is this interesting region VAA ≈ 2t accessible by proposed setup?
Quite standard optical lattices have heights around 500t so the second
lattice with height of order 2t certainly could be treated as a small
perturbation. Indeed, experiment showing exponential localization in
bichromatic systems had been done [69].
12 This method is more suitable for my work as it allows creation of lattices with dif-
ferent lattice constants, which is used in section 2.3.3.
13 It could change also the tunneling rates for bigger but still applicable lattice heights
(calculations for this case are presented in [68]).
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introduction
In this chapter I am going to concentrate on one-dimensional systems.
Two main topics interwoven in the course of this part are the influ-
ence of correlations in disorder distribution onto localization proper-
ties and the possibility of creating systems with disordered tunneling
amplitudes in experiments with ultracold atoms in optical lattices.
My leading goal will be to design experimentally realizable sys-
tems, which have both localized and extended states. Such systems
could be possibly used as tunable filters for the energies of the par-
ticles. Benefits could be two-fold: They could be used as a mean of
making a precise measurement of the energies of the particles com-
ing from an another experiment, by selectively trapping and letting
through atoms with different energies. On the other hand, they could
be used as a source of the particles with precisely chosen energy,
which can be further used, for example in an atom interferometry
[70]. Another promising application for the setups with several delo-
calized states is shaping of a wavefunction leaving the system in the
manner similar to shaping the light waves by adding several pulses
with different wavelengths [71].
Chapter is structured as follows: At the beginning I will describe
some specific properties of the systems with the disorder in the tun-
neling amplitudes (off-diagonal disorder), then I will present proce-
dure of obtaining such type of a disorder using fast periodic mod-
ulation of the model parameters. Further I will switch to a descrip-
tion of the correlations in the disorder. I will present some general
remarks as well as a method of treating one type of correlations (gen-
eralized N-mers) [51], which is conceptually simple and gives a good
insight into the reasons of the appearance of the extended states. Fur-
ther, I will discuss the methods allowing creation of the correlations
in the optical lattices and show results for several cases, which either
have interesting analytical properties or are realizable in the ultracold
atoms experiments.
off-diagonal disorder
Apart from a dimensionality of the problem (covered in a section
1.5.3) and specific type of disorder distribution and its correlations
(described further in Sec. 2.3) another important factor that has im-
pact on the localization properties is what is really disordered, or
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Figure 9: Examples of the lattices which are bipartite for E = 0: (a) and (b),
as well as one which is not (c). White disks and black squares
denotes two decoupled sub-lattices.
more precisely: in which part of a Hamiltonian parameters are taken
from random distribution. For the Bose-Hubbard model (9) we could
roughly sketch three classes: disordered on-site energies, tunneling
amplitudes or interaction strengths. First is the most extensively stud-
ied case – one originally proposed by Anderson. Last one of course
could be present only in interacting systems, taking us into scope of
many body localization [57, 72]. Lets concentrate here on the remain-
ing one – model in which tunneling amplitudes are taken from a ran-
dom distribution. Systems of this class are often called the systems
with off-diagonal disorder (jargon comes from a matrix representa-
tion of the Hamiltonian in the tight-binding approximation in which
disorder is present in off-diagonal terms) in contrary to the diagonal
disorder (disordered on-site energies).
Models with a purely off-diagonal disorder have been investigated
nearly from the beginning of the Anderson localization theory. An
interesting property pointed out first in year 1975 by Weißmann and
Cohan [73] is that the states with the energies around a center of
the band (i.e., E = 0) seem to be extended even in one-dimension. It
had been a rather exciting possibility of the existence of the mobility
edge in the one-dimensional systems, thus the properties of the states
for E = 0 have been extensively studied. A lot of arguments for and
against the extendedness of this states have been undertaken [74–76].
The discussion substantially have been cut in 1981 by a work [77],
which showed that for E = 0 the transmission coefficient for infinite
system is zero (the wave-function envelope scales as exp(−γ
√
L), with
L being the system size). The localization persist, but its form is differ-
ent than for the standard Anderson localization (other works on this
topic are [78, 79]). The further investigation of this class [80], showed
that anomalous transport properties for the states in the band center
are not strictly connected with the sole off-diagonality of the disorder,
but rather it appears when lattice becomes bipartite (when it could be
decomposed into two independent lattices). This indeed takes place
for one-dimensional lattice with the nearest neighbor hoppings, but
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also for example for a square lattice or a honeycomb lattice, but not
for a triangular lattice (Fig. 9). In bipartite case we could describe be-
havior of the particle as a random walk [80]. For the one-dimensional
lattice it is straightforward to observe that, if there is no inhomogene-
ity in the on-site energies, we could set i = 0 and for E = 0 the
Schrödinger equation becomes:
0 = −t∗i−1ψi−1 − tiψi+1, (32)
thus odd sites are decoupled from even ones.
For the one-dimensional systems with both the diagonal and the
off-diagonal uncorrelated disorder all states are Anderson localized,
however when the diagonal disorder becomes small compared to the
off-diagonal one, the residue of this anomaly could be observed as
a significant increase of localization length in the band center. Fur-
thermore, as we will see, presence of the off-diagonal disorder could
significantly modify the properties of the systems with correlated dis-
order, changing energies of extended states or even causing their ap-
pearance in the otherwise localized systems [37, 81].
Flores method
For certain distributions of the off-diagonal disorder, there exist a
method (devised by Flores [82]), which allows to write a system in
a form with only on-site disorder. Then it is possible to treat sys-
tems with techniques applicable only for the diagonal disorder (as
Izrailev’s Hamiltonian map approach [83] described further in the sec-
tion 2.3.1). We start from the time-independent Schrödinger equation
with the disordered tunnelings (possibly also with the disordered on-
site energies):
Eψi = iψi − t
∗
i−1ψi−1 − tiψi+1. (33)
We can make a transformation ψi = ηiφi, where ηi is defined by a
recursion formula:
ηiηi−1 =
1
ti
(34)
or, if expressed in a more convenient way:
ηi =
ti−1
ti
. . .
t1
t2
η0. (35)
Point in which we start recurrence and the starting value (η0) can be
chosen arbitrary. Applying (34) to (33) we get:
0 = |ηl|
2(i − E)φi −φi−1 −φi+1, (36)
so all of tunnelings have been set to one. Unfortunately, there is one
issue rendering this method inapplicable in many situations. Even if
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{ti} are distributed in a way that the mean value of ηi is finite (which
in fact is usually the case), in the absence of correlations, the variance
of the distribution grows fast. As an example we could use binary
off-diagonal disorder. For uncorrelated disorder the fluctuations of
φi grows exponentially fast while if we have correlated dual random
dimer model (discussed further in Sec. 2.5.3) ηi takes only three pos-
sible values.
Periodic modulation
Effects of a fast periodic modulation on the quantum systems are
described in the Sec. 1.4 as well as in the App. A. Here I am going to
present only two specific cases which allow to transfer the diagonal
disorder into the off-diagonal terms in the tight-binding models.
periodic modulation of the on-site energy. It was pro-
posed for superlattices [84], but it could be immediately adopted to
systems with on-site disorder (or any system with inhomogeneous
on-site energies). Hamiltonian (7) with periodically modulated on site
energy i → 0i + 1i fω(τ), where fω(τ) is a periodic function with
frequency ω and period T = 2pi/ω, has a form1:
H(τ) =
∑
i
(0i + 
1
i fω(τ))ni − t(a
†
iai+1 + h.c.). (37)
Following the standard procedure I am making transformation:
U = exp
(
iFω(τ)
∑
1ini
)
, (38)
to go to the rotating frame (Fω(τ) is the antiderivative of fω(τ)).
Transformed Hamiltonian reads:
Hrot(τ) =
∑
i
0ini − t exp
(
i(1i+1 − 
1
i )Fω(τ)
) (
a
†
iai+1 + h.c.
)
.
(39)
If only the tunneling between sites takes much longer time than the
modulation period t ω (from now on we set  h = 1), we could rely
on the high frequency approximation (zeroth order of the Magnus
expansion). Effective Hamiltonian is then just a time average of (39):
Heff =
∑
i
0ini − t
eff
i [fω](a
†
iai+1 + h.c.). (40)
For the most widely used harmonic modulation fω(τ) = sin(ωτ), the
effective tunneling is given by:
teffi [sinωτ] = tJ0
(
i+1 − i
ω
)
, (41)
1 I have used the 2nd quantized form of the Hamiltonian as it is more convenient for
calculations and it is easier to generalize it further to interacting many-body case.
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with J0(x) – zeroth order Bessel function. Effective Hamiltonian (40)
with teffi [sinωτ] further denoted just as t
eff
i is a basis for most of the
results in this chapter.
Throughout this work, the used modulation of the on-site energies
is de facto modulation of interspecies interaction between mobile and
frozen particles. Interactions between two species could be tuned us-
ing the Feshbach resonances similarly to interactions among one type
of atoms. By periodically varying the magnetic field in vicinity of the
Feshbach resonance (as in [85]) the fast periodic modulation of in-
teractions could be generated. The problem appears when we want
to set interactions for mobile particles to zero (U = 0), the magnetic
Feshbach resonance cannot be used anymore, instead microwave or
optical Feshbach resonances could be employed [38].
modulation of tunneling rates . Another simple scheme of
the periodic modulation is changing the tunneling amplitudes. Actu-
ally, this effect usually appears also when we modulate on-site ener-
gies but is very small. Better method of varying tunneling amplitude
is modulation of the lattice height:
H(τ) =
∑
i
(
ini − (t0 + t1 sin(ωτ))a
†
iai+1 + h.c.
)
, (42)
where the mean value of tunneling is t0, the amplitude of modula-
tion t1 and frequency ω. As we are modulating a nonlocal operator∑
〈ij〉 a
†
iaj, upon making transformation to a rotating frame it will
generate long-range tunnelings. However, their amplitudes are van-
ishing quickly with the distance (approximately as 23/2j/(j!!)2 for tun-
neling range j), thus the method can not be used to effectively create
a system with tunnelings further than next-neighbors. The effective
Hamiltonian reads:
Heff = −
∑
i
t0a
†
iai+1
+
∑
i
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=j
K
j
k
(
t1
ω
)2k
δ2k[i]a
†
i−jai+j + h.c., (43)
where
K
j
k =
(−1)j(2k− 1)!!
(k+ j)!(k− j)!k!
(44)
and
δn[i] =
n∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
)
i+n/2−j (45)
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is the n-th order central finite difference of the on-site energies on site
i. In expansion to first nontrivial order we get:
Heff ≈
∑
i
(
i − 2
(
t1
ω
)2
(i+1 − 2i + i−1)
)
ni − ta
†
iai+1
+
(
t1
ω
)2
(i+1 − 2i + i−1)a
†
iai+1 + h.c. (46)
As a modulation frequency have to be big compared to tunneling
rates we do not expect very strong effects. However, even a weak cou-
pling to next-nearest neighbors could sometimes significantly alter
the system properties (as for example shown in section 2.5.3).
correlations
The original theory of the localization have been created for an uncor-
related disorder [49, 53, 56]. It is an interesting question, if and how
correlations can change properties of disordered systems. Especially,
would they allow appearance of the mobility edge in otherwise fully
localized systems? First attempts to address this problem have been
done for random dimer model [86] described in the next section. In-
deed, even in the one-dimensional systems it have been shown that
adding correlations could result in appearance of the extended states
– which however do not form a dense set – we do not have mobil-
ity edge. Still the possibility of getting those states is intriguing, they
could also be of practical importance in the finite systems, as localiza-
tion length in their vicinity grows to large values, thus finite systems
could become transparent in a window of energies around the ex-
tended state.
There is no general description of effects of correlations for all cases.
Methods described in further parts concentrate on specific ‘block’
type of correlations, although they work for arbitrary values of disor-
der amplitude. Another, very interesting approach have been carried
out by Izrailev and Krokhin [50] as they gave formula for localization
length with the arbitrary correlations but only in the weak disorder
limit. I believe it is a method worth knowing so I will briefly resume
here the main points:
The Hamiltonian map approach [50]
Lets start again with the time independent Schrödinger equation:
0 = ψi+1 +ψi−1 + Ei(E)ψi, (47)
where Ei is general expression for local part of the Schrödinger equa-
tion. In case of standard tight binding model it is just (i − E), but
in principle it can also have other forms (for example obtained using
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Flores method described in Sec. 2.2.1). We could write equation (47)
as a two-dimensional Hamiltonian map with a position and a mo-
mentum defined as xi = φi, pi = (φi cos(k) +φi−1)/ sin(k), where k
is quasimomentum2:{
xi+1 = −(pi +Aixi) sin(k) + xi cos(k)
pi+1 = (pi +Aixi) cos(k) + xi sin(k),
(48)
whereAi depends on diagonal term Ei (for Ei = i−E,Ai = −i/ sink).
The equation (48) describes the dynamics of a classical kicked rotor
– harmonic oscillator undergoing periodic delta kicks with (random)
amplitude Ai. After transforming the map into action-angle variables
(x = r sin(θ), p = r cos(θ)) we get:{
sin(θi+1) = D−1i (sin(θi − k) −Ai sin(θi) sin(k))
cos(θi+1) = D−1i (cos(θi − k) +Ai sin(θi) cos(k))
, (49)
where
Di ≡ ri+1
ri
=
√
1+ 2Ai sin(2θi) +A2i sin
2(θi). (50)
The Anderson localization length do not depends on angle, only on
the radius r and is given by the expression:
λ−1 = lim
N→∞ 1N
N∑
i=1
lnDi. (51)
If the disorder is small (i.e. Ai  1) we could expand the logarithm
to the second order in Ai:
λ−1 =
1
8
〈A2i 〉+
1
2
〈Ai sin(2θi)〉, (52)
where 〈...〉 is an average over i. What is left to calculate is the ‘kick-
angle’ correlator 〈Ai sin(2θi)〉. To do this we expand the map (49) to
the second order in θi:
θi = θi−1 − k+Ai−1
sin2(θi−1)
sin(k)
(53)
and recursively write 〈Ai sin(2θi)〉 using 〈Ai sin(2θi−1)〉 ‘kick-angle’
correlator. Defining correlation of the angle θi with the kick’s strength
Ai:
an = −
2i
〈A2i 〉
e2ik〈Aie2iθi−n〉, (54)
2 As we are assuming weak disorder limit we could use dispersion relation for ordered
one-dimensional lattice: E = −2 cosk.
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(where 〈A2i 〉 is variance of the Ai) and applying (53) several times on
an give us the relation:
an−1 = e
−2ikan + qn, (55)
with qn = 〈AiAi−n〉/〈A2i 〉 an autocorrelation of Ai. From definition
of an we can notice that
〈Ai sin(2θi)〉 = Re
(〈A2i 〉
2
e−2ika0
)
, (56)
from (55) we obtain a0 =
∑∞
n=1 qne
−2ik(n−1).
Finally the inverse Anderson localization length λ−1 is given by
[83]:
λ−1 =
〈A2i 〉
8
(
1+ 2
∞∑
n=1
qn(k) cos(2kn)
)
. (57)
All information about correlations in the system is stored in qn – two
point correlators of An. If the correlations part (in parenthesis) is zero
for some quasimomentum ke also λ−1(ke) is zero and we get extended
state.
Random N-mer model
Specific type of the correlations, which could appear in the systems
with a binary disorder are random N-mers. We can assume that a cer-
tain value of the on-site energy always comes in the rows of length N.
Such system has been proposed in [86] in its simplest form: a dimer
model, where possible on-site energies {a, b} always comes in pairs.
An interesting property, pointed out by the authors, was fact that
although it seems that we could map this system onto an effective
lattice with the uncorrelated disorder (as in Fig. 10), the localization
properties change significantly and two extended states with energies
a and b appear (as in Fig. 11). Model has been further generalized
to a N-mer model, where the rows with one (or both) energies have
length N. It have been shown using several methods, that such sys-
tems have multiple extended states [83, 87–91] (if one energy comes in
the rows of length Na and second of length Nb there are Na+Nb− 2
extended states) given by the formula:
ER ∈
{
a + 2 cos
(
pi
Na
i
)
for : i ∈ {1,Na − 1}
}
∪{
b + 2 cos
(
pi
Nb
j
)
for : j ∈ {1,Nb − 1}
}
. (58)
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Figure 10: Random dimer model in the one-dimensional lattice: energies a
and b always comes in pairs. Lattice could be mapped onto effec-
tive lattice without correlations but its transport properties differ
significantly from the original one.
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Figure 11: The localization length (in units of lattice constant) as a function
of the state energy (in units of the tunneling rate) for the binary
disorder with {a, b} = {−1, 1}. Black dashed line – uncorrelated
binary disorder, red solid – dimer model. The delocalization res-
onances are clearly visible for ER = 1 and −1, localization length
as a function of energy for both models differs significantly, even
far from the resonant energies.
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Figure 12: Procedure of creating a random dimer model. (a) Loading the
frozen particles into the auxiliary lattice, (b) removing particles
from all sites but those with occupation 2, (c) adiabatic turning
on the main lattice, (d) turning off the auxiliary lattice (source:
[92]).
Experimental realization
Using the standard setup for the binary disorder described in section
1.6 we will get uncorrelated disorder. I will describe two methods of
adding correlations into distribution of frozen particles in the experi-
ment.
tailoring correlations . One of methods allowing creation
of a system with N-mer correlations is to use the same lattice as for
uncorrelated disorder but modify preparation procedure. Instead of
letting frozen particles to distribute randomly over lattice, one needs
to add additional steps to obtain desired correlations.
In the case of the random dimer model, such a procedure is de-
scribed in [92]. As presented in Fig. 12: first, one lets frozen atoms to
distribute randomly in the auxiliary lattice which lattice constant is
twice of the planned one. Further the sites with the occupation num-
ber different than 2 are purified by a selective removal of the atoms
(using techniques described for example in [93, 94]). After the purifi-
cation there should be only sites with zero or double occupancies left.
Next step is an adiabatic splitting of wells, done by slowly turning
on main lattice – this should result in atoms from the doubly occu-
pied states falling into both of the new sites. Then auxiliary lattice is
turned off and resulting system has correlations of type of random
dimer model. A dual random dimer model also could be created by
even simpler procedure (without atom removal phase) described in
[37]. In principle N-mer with arbitrary length could be created us-
ing more complicated versions of this procedure but it increases risk
of errors (randomly placed impurities in N-mer structure) which are
quickly consuming the most interesting feature of those systems –
appearance of extended states for certain energies.
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Figure 13: Localization length (in units of lattice constant) as a function of
density of impurities in 6-mer. Results for E = 0 and  = 1 shows
power-law decay of localization length with number of imper-
fectly created N-mers (with exponent close to one).
It could be visualized on a simple toy model where I assume that
there is certain probability that particles in step (c) do not distribute
evenly. Results showing power-law decay of localization length for
the 6-mer with on site energies 0 or 1 for the energy E = 0 are shown
in the figure 13.
bichromatic lattice . Another possible way of creating the cor-
relations in the optical lattices is using a bichromatic lattice [51]. We
could use two overlapping lattices with lattice constants b and bf and
opposite circular polarizations. I consider mobile and frozen particles
to be two hyperfine states of the same element – each of them ‘feeling’
only one polarization. In this way the mobile particles move in lattice
with constant b (this one is nicknamed main and all further number-
ing of sites refers to it) while frozen ones are hold in the second.
When both lattice constants b and bf are equal we have back again
binary disorder, but if we take bf/b = l where l ∈ N we have sys-
tem presented in the figure 14. When there is no frozen particle on
some site we have l sites of main lattice with effective on-site energy
zero but when there is frozen particle, on-site energies for mobile par-
ticles could be changed on several sites in a manner depending on
the range of interactions, the length of blocks etc.
Using two optical lattices with lattice constants differing by a large
factor (in further examples l = 7) may look as the most problematic
request for the experimental realization. However it could be met, for
example with the use of CO2 laser (with long wavelength 10.6µm)
[95] and lasers from the telecommunication band (1260-1675nm) or
similar [96].
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Figure 14: Experimental setup for the generalized N-mer (with length l =
bf/b = 3): two optical lattices overlap (shifted vertically on the
picture). One lattice affects the mobile particles, the other frozen
ones. The system could be decomposed into two types of ran-
domly placed blocks of length l (if only the interactions between
the species falls with the distance fast enough). When the frozen
particle is present (depicted as red dot) it effectively changes on-
site energies for mobile particles, whereas when it is absent we
have the row with length l and zero energy.
generalized random N-mer model
The correlations which could be created using setup described above
reaches beyond the N-mer class as they are inhomogeneous blocks.
The new wider class could be defined and called a generalized N-
mer model. In this case we also have blocks of fixed length but now
they are inhomogeneous – they could have internal structure. Also
number of different structures, which for N-mers is taken to be 2,
could be larger (in principle it can be even infinite countable). In
other words, we have a system which could be divided into finite
number of different blocks, which have fixed internal structure and
came in random order. It could be also presented as the effective un-
correlated lattice as in Fig. 15. I denote different block types by capi-
tals {A,B . . .}, each block is defined by its length lA, set of the on-site
energies eA = {A1 . . . 
A
lA
} and possibly also the inhomogeneous tun-
neling rates tA = {1, tA1 . . . t
A
lA−1
, 1}. One could notice that tunneling
rates are set to constant value at the edges (here chosen to be the en-
ergy scale) – it is required for consistency of the presented method. If
the tunnelings for different blocks differ, it is impossible to treat block
distribution as uncorrelated because the edge tunnelings are shared
among two blocks and appearance of some tunneling value at the
end of one block creates constraint for possible next blocks. Further I
will show that the condition of homogeneity of the edge tunnelings
is physically reasonable at least for most of the presented models.
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Figure 15: Generalized N-mer in the one-dimensional lattice. Different
blocks are denoted by boxes, for each block type set of on-site
energies and tunnelings is always the same. One can find trans-
fer matrix TX(E) describing transport through any type of the
block.
Method of finding the extended states
To analyze transport properties of this class of systems we could use
analytical properties of transfer matrices. For simplicity we will limit
ourselves to one dimensional tight-binding with nearest neighbor tun-
nelings (although method could be used for more complicated sys-
tems). In this case the time independent Schrödinger equation:
Eψi = iψi − tiψi+1 − t
∗
i−1ψi−1, (59)
could be rewritten into a matrix form:[
ψi+1
ψi
]
=
[
i−E
ti
−ti−1ti
1 0
][
ψi
ψi−1
]
≡ Ti
[
ψi
ψi−1
]
, (60)
where Ti is called transfer matrix through the site i. Transfer matrix
between any two sites i and j could be easily calculated by chaining:[
ψj+1
ψj
]
= Tj · . . . · Ti
[
ψi
ψi−1
]
≡ T ji
[
ψi
ψi−1
]
. (61)
Matrix T ji describes transport through given part of the system in-
cluding effects of internal scattering, interference of scattered waves
etc. In the presented method we will not calculate transfer matrices
for specific parts of the system, but rather for different block types
{A, . . .}:
T = {TA(E), TB(E) . . .} (62)
where:
TA(E) = T(eA, tA,E) =
lA∏
i=1
 Ai −EtAi −tAi−1tAi
1 0
 . (63)
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We could now write transfer matrix of the whole system:
T(E) =
∏
i
Ti(E), (64)
as the product of transfer matrices of blocks:
T(E) =
∏
X
TX(E), where TX(E) ∈ T. (65)
In fact we have just rewritten our model into a form of the effective
lattice as in Fig. 15, the question is how it will affect the transport
properties? To answer it, we have to check commutation properties
of our transfer matrices. We search for an energy (or energies) ER for
which transfer matrices for all of blocks will commute pairwise:
[TX(ER), TY(ER)] = 0 ∀TX(ER), TY(ER) ∈ T. (66)
State with the energy which fulfills above condition will not be An-
derson localized. It is so, as from commutation follows that we could
find one matrix C diagonalizing all transfer matrices in T. Thus we
could write (by DX denoting diagonal form of TX)
T(ER) = C
(
C−1T(ER)C
)
C−1 = C
(∏
X
C−1TX(ER)C
)
C−1
= C
(∏
X
DX(ER)
)
C−1. (67)
Now the transport through the whole system is given by the product
of diagonal matrices. The change of state amplitude is given solely
by product of eigenvalues of those transfer matrices regardless their
ordered/disordered arrangement. To check whether our state is ex-
tended we have to determine amplitudes of those eigenvalues. In
the considered cases transfer matrix always has a determinant equal
one3 and there are two possible forms of its eigenvalues {α1,α2}: they
could be either real and opposite (α1 = 1/α2 ∈ Re) or complex with
amplitude one and opposite phases (|α1| = |α2| = 1 and α1 = α∗2). For
infinite system composed of one block type (ordered system) those
two cases correspond to ‘out of band’ and ‘in band’ energies and I
will use this terminology here, although for only one block it could be
a bit misleading. If ER lies within the band for all types of the blocks,
then every diagonal transfer matrix DX is only adding some complex
phase to initial state (ψ1,ψ0), thus state amplitude is unchanged and
we get just a plane wave propagation. On the other hand, if ER falls
out of the bandwidth of even one block, each time when such a block
3 Determinants of elementary transfer matrices (60) depends on tunneling amplitudes
but one tunneling amplitude ti appears always in two transfer matrices Ti and Ti+1
– once in denominator and once in numerator of determinant. As long as tunnelings
on the edges of considered structure are homogeneous determinant of it is 1.
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occurs our initial state amplitude will be changed, after passing many
of them the wavefunction will drop exponentially, in this case it is not
the multiple scattering effect as for Anderson localization but just the
evanescent decay of the wave as we are making calculations out of
the band.
In the further analysis I will usually restrict myself to the case of
two structures TA(E) and TB(E). Then there is only one commutator
and we search for ER for which:
[TA(ER), TB(ER)] = 0. (68)
Few specific cases
Before utilizing theory developed above I will make some comments
to point out interesting properties and possibilities given by presented
method.
symmetric structures I will only consider structures with sym-
metric on site energies and tunnelings as such are created in the exper-
imental setup sketched above (Sec. 2.3.3). In such a case it is straight-
forward to check that the off-diagonal elements of transfer matrix are
opposite: [T ]12 = − [T ]21 for all E (it somewhat simplifies calculations
f.e. allows obtaining formula (93)).
When the structure is not symmetric the ratio [T ]12/[T ]21 usually
depends on E, however for the relation (66) to hold, ratios for all
structures at energy ER must be the same.
two vs. many structures Choice of two structures is dictated
by proposed experimental setup (Sec. 2.3.3), also in this case the ex-
tended states should be more robust. Even with some parameters
changed slightly, if only a perturbation is weak enough, ER could
change but the resonance will not vanish. On the other hand, al-
though, it is in principle possible to construct an arbitrary large set of
2× 2 matrices commuting pairwise, it will be much harder to observe
the resonance then. In an ideal case the resonant energy will be the
same for every commutator E(j)r = ER for all j, but in the perturbed
system those energies could change differently: E(j)′r = ER + εj and
the resonance will vanish. This can be possibly method of making
some very precise measurements, as we get strong signal only for
fine tuned parameters, but I will not continue this thread here.
extended states : in, out and at the edge of a band Two
interesting properties could be obtained by checking the condition for
commutation in conjunction with the condition for positions of the
band edges. We have two arbitrary transfer matrices TA(E) and TB(E)
of symmetric structures ([TX]12 = −[TX]21). If we want to check what
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energies are in band for some structure we have to find eigenvalues
of its transfer matrix. They read:
αX+/−(E) =
1
2
(
[TX(E)]11 + [TX(E)]22
±
√
([TX(E)]11 − [TX(E)]22)2 − 4[TX(E)]
2
21
)
. (69)
The most important is the sign of the part under the square root,
which we could denote:
σX(E) = ([TX(E)]11 − [TX(E)]22)
2 − 4[TX(E)]
2
21. (70)
If σX(E) is negative we are in band. On band edges it reaches zero (it
could also be zero inside the band, although it is rare). On the other
hand the condition for commutation of TA and TB is:
[TA(ER)]11 − [TA(ER)]22
[TA(ER)]21
=
[TB(ER)]11 − [TB(ER)]22
[TB(ER)]21
. (71)
From this equations we could get two facts:
1. If we assume that (71) is satisfied, by putting (70) into it we can
easily get:
σA(ER)
[TA(ER)]
2
21
=
σB(ER)
[TB(ER)]
2
21
. (72)
Thus, if only [TX(ER)]21 is nonzero, we know that the resonant
energy is in the band or out of the band for both structures
simultaneously (this condition do not apply for example for
N-mer resonances for which off-diagonal elements of transfer
matrix are zero for ER).
2. If the band-edges of two structures coincide for some energy, so
that σA(Eb) = σB(Eb) = 0 it is also straightforward to check
that (71) is satisfied up to a sign. Due to the sign not all such
coinciding edges will mark extended state but as the chances
are even such points are worth checking. Resonances of this
type could be especially interesting, as due to being at the edge
of the band they are usually very narrow.
beyond one-dimension I am concentrating on the structures,
which could be created in the optical lattices but it is worth empha-
sizing that general condition (66) is applicable for any system for
which the transfer matrix could be found. Especially, higher dimen-
sional systems with single in and out leads could be interesting. If
we have a device described by an arbitrary Hamiltonian: HD with the
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only assumption that its first and last sites are connected to the one-
dimensional leads, in most of the cases it is possible to find transfer
matrix describing such system. We start from a block Hamiltonian:
H =
 HL C0C†0 HD C0
C
†
0 HL
 (73)
where HL is a Hamiltonian of an one-dimensional ideal lead:
HL =
∑
i
−a†iai+1 + h.c. (74)
and C0 is connection between the leads and the device:
C0 =

... . .
.
0 0
1 0 . . .
 . (75)
If we apply a transformation:
U =
 I u
I
 (76)
where u is matrix diagonalizing HD, we get:
H ′ =
 HL CC† DD C ′
C′† HL
 . (77)
Above DD is diagonal form of HD and new coupling matrices C and
C ′ reads:
C =

... . .
.
0 0
u11 u12 . . .
 , C ′ =

unD1 0 . . .
unD2 0
...
. . .
 , (78)
Thus they are filled by first and last elements of eigenvectors of HD.
We denote Jα = uα1 and J ′α = uαnD . Now we could write set of
equations:
Eψi = −ψi−1 −
∑
α
Jαψα, (79)
Eψj = −ψj+1 −
∑
α
J ′αψα, (80)
Eψα = εαψα − Jαψi − J
′
αψj for : α = 1 . . . nD, (81)
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where i is last site of in lead and j the first site of out lead, ψα are
occupations of the channels (eigenmodes) of the HD and εα are eigen-
values. If E /∈ {εα} we could apply set of equations (81) to (79) and
(80) obtain:
Eψi = −ψi−1 − t˜ψj + ˜iψi, (82)
Eψj = −ψj+1 − t˜ψi + ˜jψi, (83)
where I have denoted:
˜i =
∑
α
1
E− εα
J2α, (84)
˜j =
∑
α
1
E− εα
J′2α , (85)
t˜ =
∑
α
1
E− εα
JαJ
′
α. (86)
Further it is straightforward to calculate transfer matrix describing
transport through the device:[
ψj+1
ψj
]
=
[
(i−E)(j−E)
t − t −
(j−E)
t
(i−E)
t −
1
t
][
ψi
ψi−1
]
. (87)
This transfer matrix could be treated on the same grounds as normal
transfer matrices for generalized N-mers. Only special case in when
E ∈ {εα} then, the system could not be simply mapped onto one-
dimensional lattice.
examples
Below I will present exemplary applications of the method described
in preceding section. In most cases I am using the unchanged tunnel-
ing amplitude as an energy scale (t = 1).
Binary disorder
A simple binary disorder could be treated with the method. In this
case we have eA = {a} and eB = {b}. Then, it is straightforward to
check that commutator
[TA(E), TB(E)] =
[
0 B − A
B − A 0
]
(88)
will be zero only for a trivial case when A = B, as we can expect.
N-mers
As the resonance energies for N-mers are well known, this example
will allow us to check the method. Also it will show some interesting
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properties which will help in the further analysis of the generalized
N-mers.
Let us denote transfer matrix through N-mer with length l and
height  by: T l(E). By subsequent multiplying transfer matrices one
could check that elements [T l(E)]ij of T l(E) have to satisfy recurrence
relation:
[T l(E)]11 = (− E)[T
l
(E)]21 + [T
l
(E)]22,
= (− E)[T l−1 (E)]11 − [T
l−2
 (E)]11 (89)
which is nearly the recurrence relation satisfied by the Chebyshev
polynomials of the second kind (Ul+1(x) = 2xUl(x)−Ul−1(x)). What
follows:
T l(E) =
[
Ul(
−E
2 ) −Ul−1(
−E
2 )
Ul−1(
−E
2 ) −Ul−2(
−E
2 )
]
. (90)
If we have in the system rows with constant energy  (TA = T l(E))
and empty spaces of arbitrary length (TB = T10 (E)), it is straightfor-
ward to check that [T l, T10 ] = 0 only if Ul−1 = 0. Using well known
expression for the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials:
Ul(xk) = 0, for : xk = cos
(
2
l+ 1
pi
)
, k = 1, . . . ,n , (91)
we retrieve expression (58) for resonant energies (for case of blocks
with lengths l and 1):
ER = + 2 cos
(pi
l
i
)
, for i ∈ {1, . . . , l− 1}. (92)
More important for further analysis are two properties present if one
of two-structure generalized N-mer is a ‘standard’ N-mer:
1. For resonant energies T l(ER) = I. As identity matrix commutes
with everything, we will always get set of extended states given
by (92) as long as they do not fall out of band of the second
block.
2. Using recurrence relation (89) we could simplify equation for
resonant energies (68) getting formula:
[TB(E)]11 = (− E)[TB(E)]21 + [TB(E)]22. (93)
Dual Random Dimer Model (DRDM)
This model is as old as the dimer model, as it was introduced in the
same article [86]. I will present it separately, as it provides several
simple yet interesting results. It is also good example, showing how
things get complicated when we break the assumption that tunnel-
ings at the edges of the structures always have the same value.
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Figure 16: Localization length (in units of lattice constant) plotted as a func-
tion of energy (in units of tunneling amplitude) for DRDM with
V0 = 0.4. Red dashed line is for t ′ = 1 (unchanged tunnelings),
while black solid line for t ′ = 0.5 [91].
In DRDM we assume that the frozen particles could not occupy two
adjacent sites. In generalized N-mer terminology it will mean that
we have eA = {0,V0} and eB = {0}. It is straightforward to check that,
there are no extended states in this case, which could be confirmed by
a numerical calculation shown in Fig. 16. However, we can alter tun-
nelings by means of fast periodic modulation (as in Sec. 2.2), which
in this case means that the tunnelings are changed to t ′ = J0(V1ω )
around each frozen particle. It explains the name of the model, as
changed tunnelings t ′ always comes in pairs. In this model, for cer-
tain values of t ′ and V0 there exist one extended state as could be seen
in numerical results (Fig. 16). Resonant energy is given by expression:
ER =
V0
1− t′2
, (94)
which is derived for example in [37] with use of the Green functions.
The extended state will be observable only if ER lies within the band
for empty lattice (the relation: V0 6 2|1− t′2| has to be fulfilled). How
could we reproduce this result? It could be immediately seen that it is
impossible to use the same definitions of blocks as above, because the
tunnelings at block edges will depend on the adjacent blocks and the
whole reasoning made in section 2.4 fails. It is tempting to just use
eA = {0,V0, 0} and tA = {1, t ′, t ′, 1} (which, in fact gives the proper re-
sult), but in this way we change correlations, assuming that particles
are separated by at least two empty sites. The proper way of address-
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ing this problem is a bit more complicated. We define infinite number
of block types with on-site energies and tunnelings given by:
e(0) = {0}, t(0) = {1, 1}
e(1) = {0,V0, 0}, t(1) = {1, t ′, t ′, 1}
e(2) = {0,V0, 0,V0, 0}, t(2) = {1, t ′, t ′, t ′, t ′, 1}. (95)
...
...
It allows us to catch all possible structures and gives homogeneous
tunnelings at the edges of the blocks. By defining auxiliary matrices:
W(E) =
[
−E −t ′
1 0
]
·
[
V0−E
t ′ −1
1 0
]
·
[
1
t ′ 0
0 1
]
, (96)
B(E) =
[
−E −t ′
1 0
]
·
[
V0−E
t ′ −1
1 0
]
·
[
− Et ′ −
1
t ′
1 0
]
, (97)
we could write:
T (0)(E) =
[
−E −1
1 0
]
, (98)
T (n)(E) =W(E)n−1 ·B(E). (99)
One could check easily that for ER given by (94) (and only for it):
[T (0)(ER), T (1)(ER)] = [T (0)(ER),B(ER)] = 0, (100)
[T (0)(ER),W(ER)] = 0, (101)
[T (1)(ER),W(ER)] = [B(Er),W(ER)] = 0. (102)
As the commutator [T (0)(E), T (n)] for any n could be decomposed
into sum of commutators (100,101) as well as [T (n)(E), T (k)(E)] could
be decomposed into sum of commutators (102) it is clear that all
blocks will commute for ER given by (94)4. Before moving on I will
present several possible extensions of DRDM:
long range tunnelings Up to now we have used the simplest
version of tight-binding, with only nearest neighbors considered. In
optical lattices with typical depths of the order of 10−20Erec(recoil
energy) it is usually justified as the next-nearest neighbor tunnelings
are at least two orders of magnitude weaker than the nearest neigh-
bor ones. However, considering shallower lattices (∼ 5Erec) long-range
tunnelings have to be taken into account. We could expect that appear-
ance of such long range coupling could destroy delocalization, so it is
4 One could point out that for larger n there will be even more energies for which
those commutators vanish but it is not the point here as ER is the only energy for
which all commutators vanish. Those rejected energies give ER for so called dual
N-mers (t ′ coming in rows of length N).
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Figure 17: The localization length (in units of lattice constant) as a function
of quasimomentum for: left panel V0 = 1.95; right panel V0 = 1;
middle panel V0 = 0.1, in all cases t ′ = 0.1. Black dashed-dotted
curve denotes results for t˜ ′ = 0.0005, red dotted for t˜ ′ = 0.0025;
blue dashed for t˜ ′ = 0.005 and black solid for t˜ ′ = 0.01 [81].
good idea to check strength of this effect. If we assume that we have
only nearest and next-nearest coupling, Hamiltonian reads
H(nn) =
∑
i
ini + (a
†
iai+1 + t˜a
†
iai+2 + h.c.). (103)
Upon the fast periodic modulation of on site energies, both tunnel-
ings are changed so we get system governed by an effective Hamilto-
nian:
H
(nn)
eff =
∑
i
ini + t
eff
i (a
†
iai+1 + t˜
eff
i a
†
iai+2 + h.c.) (104)
where teffi = J0((i+1 − i)/ω) and t˜
eff
i = t˜J0((i+2 − i)/ω). Again
we have tunnelings changed only around the frozen particles, we de-
note t˜ ′ = t˜J0(V1/ω). Localization length in such a system could be
calculated using technique of winding lattice into form of quasi one-
dimensional stripe and calculating the localization length in it (de-
scribed in appendix B.1.2). Results (Fig. 17) show that indeed reso-
nance is quenched by appearance of the next-nearest neighbor tun-
neling. As we can see at the left panel, in situation when resonant
state is very close to disappearing (V0 . 2(1− t′2)) even very weak
next-neighbor tunneling destroys extended state. For other parame-
ters, deeper in the regime with delocalized state, resonance persist
longer but is also substantially unobservable for t˜ ′ ≈ 0.01 (right pan-
els).
N-mers with periodic modulation. In a certain sense we
could consider DRDM as a 1-mer with tunnelings changed around
the frozen particle and with additional correlation that no two frozen
particles could occupy two adjacent sites. In the same way we could
consider N-mer, with tunnelings modified at edges of blocks and the
‘no-touch’ correlation. The same reasoning as at the beginning of this
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Figure 18: Energy of extended states in theN-mer with length 4, for V0 = 0.3
in function of value of changed tunneling t ′ (solutions of (106)).
Dotted lines marks band edges (E = ±2) while dashed line de-
notes the limiting case t ′ = 1 (N-mer model) [91].
section allow us to analyze this system. We need to check only the res-
onant energies satisfying (93) for the N-mer block with empty sites on
its edges. As we know explicit expression for N-mer transfer matrix
we could calculate:
T˜(V0, l, t ′)(E) =
[
−E −t ′
1 0
]
·
[
V0−E
t ′ −
1
t ′
1 0
]
·TN−2V0 (E)·
[
− E −t ′
1 0
]
·
[
− Et ′ −
1
t ′
1 0
]
= T10 (E)·
[
1
t2
Ul(V¯) −Ul−1(V¯)
Ul−1(V¯) −t
′2Ul−2(V¯)
]
· T10 (E), (105)
where V¯ = (V0−E)/2. Putting it into equation (93) we get:
(E(t′2 − 1) + V0)Ul−1
(
V¯
)
+ (t′4 − 1)Ul−2
(
V¯
)
= 0, (106)
which could not be easily solved analytically. One simple and inter-
esting property appear for limiting values of t ′. For t ′ = 1 we get
Ul−1
(
V¯
)
= 0 so equation for energies of the extended states in stan-
dard N-mer with length l as we should expect. For t ′ → ±∞ we get
Ul−2
(
V¯
)
= 0, thus resonant energies fit those of N-mer with length
l− 1 (I remind that using presented scheme of modulation to obtain
t ′ we could not go into this regime as t ′ 6 1). Going the other way
with t ′ approaching 0 we get trivial case of fragmented chain but
the extended states energies converge to solutions of Ul
(
V¯
)
= 0 –
resonant energies for N-mer with length l+ 1.
Behavior of the extended states energies could be seen in Fig. 18.
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Generalized N-mers
Having the setup as described in section 2.3.3 with bf = lb where
l ∈ N we have correlations of type of generalized N-mers with two
structures given by (as in Fig. 14):
• empty rows (TA(E) = T l0(E)),
• structures with inhomogeneous set of energies eB and/or tun-
nelings tB (TB(E)).
As TA(E) describes an empty row – special case of the N-mer – it will
provide l− 1 resonances (92) (for some of them the localization length
could be finite as they are out of band for B block type).
Whether resonances provided by (92) will exist and any additional
ones appears is governed by the specific structure of the block B. We
will be interested in examples which could be generated in the opti-
cal lattices. We could safely assume that an interaction with a frozen
atom is strongest in the central site of the block and it gets weaker
with a distance. Furthermore, we have to assume that the interactions
become negligible for distances bigger than the width of one block.
short ranged interactions The simplest example is case of
short ranged interactions (sr). Interaction between the mobile and the
frozen particles does not vanish only in the center of the block. Thus
we have esr defined by sr0 = V and 
sr
i = 0 for i 6= 05. Transfer matrix
could be written in the form:
Tsr(V , l,E) = T l0(E) + T
(l−1)/2
0 (E) ·
[
V 0
0 0
]
· T (l−1)/20 (E). (107)
Putting elements of Tsr(V , l,E) into equation (93), we could check if
the system has more resonant energies apart from l− 1 provided by
T l0(E). For the first part of Tsr equation is satisfied trivially for any E,
while the second part reads:
0 = V
(
U2l−1
2
(−E/2) + EU l−1
2
(−E/2)U l−3
2
(−E/2) +U2l−3
2
(−E/2)
)
.
(108)
It is matter of short calculation using trigonometric form of Cheby-
shev polynomials:
Un(cosφ) =
sin(n+ 1)φ
sinφ
, (109)
and substitution E = −2 cosφ to show that in equation (108) whole
part in parenthesis is identically 1, thus equation is satisfied only for
5 For the sake of clearness, from now on I will use only odd l and adopt intuitive
numbering with i = 0 in central site of the block ranging i ∈ [−(l− 1)/2, (l− 1)/2].
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Figure 19: The localization length (in units of lattice constant) in function of
the energy (in units of tunneling amplitude) calculated numeri-
cally by the transfer matrix method for generalized N-mer with
TA = T
l
0(E) and TB = Tsr(V , t
′, l,E) for l = 7, V = 1. Upper pane
shows results for t ′ = 0.5, lower for t ′ = 0.6. Resonances are
very narrow and asymmetric as most of them lies at the edges of
gaps in spectrum of Tsr, one resonance changes its position due
to change of t ′.
V = 0 and we do not have any additional resonances. Looking at nu-
merical results (Fig. 19) we could observe that all resonances expected
for TA are present but they are very narrow and asymmetric. This hap-
pens usually, if the resonant energy is at the band edge. Indeed, by
a simple calculation we could determine that it is not a coincidence
for chosen parameters but property of generalized N-mers with short
ranged interactions. If we find eigenvalues of Tsr, the part under the
square root:
σ(E) =
[
(E− V)
(
U2l−1
2
(−E/2) −U2l−3
2
(−E/2)
)
+ 2U l−1
2
(−E/2)U l−3
2
(−E/2)
−2U l−3
2
(−E/2)U l−5
2
(−E/2)
]2
− 4
[
U2l−3
2
(−E/2) −U l−1
2
(−E/2)U l−5
2
(−E/2)
]2
,(110)
can be taken as an indicator of band edges positions as σ(Eb) = 0 is
necessary (but not sufficient) condition for Eb to be at the band edge.
We know that Ul−1 (−E/2) = U2l−1
2
(−E/2) −U2l−3
2
(−E/2) and assume that
E = ER (resonant energy for empty row with length l) for which
Ul−1 (−ER/2) = 0. It is easy to further check that σ(ER) = 0. In this
case indeed ER seems to be always at band edge (I omit here quite
complicated checking whether is it possible in this systems to meet
rare situation in which σ(E) is zero but inside a band).
short ranged interactions with periodic modulation
In the above setup if the tunnelings around central site are changed
(again using periodic modulation of interaction energy) we get model
described by transfer matrix Tsr ′(V0, t ′, l,E) where ti are changed
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Figure 20: Solutions of equation (93) for TB = Tdim(V ,d, l,E) for l = 7 and
d = 0.9 as a function of energy and interaction strength (V)
(both in units of tunneling amplitude). Blue solid lines represents
real solutions – for those parameters extended states exists, black
dashed lines are complex solutions, in vicinity of them localiza-
tion length could be increased (especially if imaginary compo-
nent is small) however is finite, red dotted lines are band edges
for TA = T l0.
only around central site i = 0 (namely tsr0 = t
sr
−1 = t
′, where t ′ =
J0(V1/ω)). Upon making this change we get model similar to DRDM.
Indeed the new resonance appears with exactly the same energy as in
the DRDM. It could be derived even easier as we have homogeneous
tunnelings at edges (this in fact coincides with this ‘naive’ method of
solving DRDM mentioned before). In this case one interesting thing is
that by changing parameters of shaking (thus changing t ′) we could
change new resonant energy, leaving others intact so we have sim-
ple, possible to experimental realization model in which we could
change relative positions of extended modes. The results are shown
in Fig. 19 for TB = Tsr(V , t ′, l,E) with V = 1, l = 7 and for two differ-
ent t ′ ∈ {0.5, 0.6} (upper/lower pane). All predicted extended modes
are present, one of them (created by the presence of t ′ 6= 1) can be
moved relatively to others.
long range interactions In case of slower decay of interac-
tion strength with a distance, for example exponential or polynomial
one, it is impossible to give analytical solutions6. We have to resort to
numerical solving the problem for given TB(E). Results were qualita-
tively similar for most of investigated models so I will present just
one. We assume that interaction strength is falling with the third
power of distance, namely B0 = V , 
B
i =
Vd
|i|3
for i 6= 0. Solutions
6 In fact it is possible to write closed form of transfer matrix for linearly falling inter-
action strength, but as it is impossible to further solve it to get resonant energies I
omit this example.
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Figure 21: The localization length (in units of lattice constant) as a function
of the energy (in units of tunneling amplitude). Black line is the
result for the disorder in form of generalized N-mer with TA =
T70 (E) and TB = Tdim(V ,d, l,E) for l = 7, d = 0.9 and V = 1.
Red dashed line is the result for the same system but without
interaction range cutoff assumed in the generalized N-mer case.
Green dotted vertical lines represent predicted resonances, some
of them are out of band.
of (93) for TB = Tdim(V ,Vd, l,E) (l = 7 and Vd/V = 0.9) are plotted in
Fig. 20, solid lines are resonant energies (real solutions), while dashed
denotes complex solutions. Localization length for this model calcu-
lated for V = 1 is shown in Fig. 21 (black line). Most of the resonances
appear on predicted positions (marked by green dotted lines). Three
of them are absent as they are lying out of bands. By changing V or
Vd it is possible to move the resonance for E ≈ 0.02 relatively to the
rest.
To close this section I will comment on the assumption of block
separability. While the situation is clear for short ranged interactions
for case presented in this paragraph it is not so obvious. Moreover we
have seen in section 2.5.3 that even very weak breaking of separabil-
ity of the blocks by the long-range tunnelings could quickly destroy
delocalized states.
For the case presented above, red dashed line in the Fig. 21 shows
results for calculation with the same potential edim and parameters
but without cutoff on block edges7. Obviously some features differ
but qualitatively the plots are the same. Thus, at least in some cases,
interactions which reach further than block size do not cause imme-
diate disappearance of the observed effects.
At the end I will shortly comment on, assumed before, homogene-
ity of tunnelings at blocks’ edges. Due to their physical origin, con-
7 In calculations cutoff was set for interaction strength smaller than 2 · 10−5.
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sidered structures have the highest on-site energies in the center. We
assume that at the block edges they are, if not negligible, considerably
smaller than in the center. As the tunnelings are changed due to differ-
ence of on site energies (see Sec. 2.2.2), in the proposed experimental
setup the tunnelings at the block edges should be homogeneous with
a good approximation.
3
L O C A L I Z AT I O N I N R A N D O M A RT I F I C I A L G A U G E
F I E L D
introduction
In this chapter I will focus on a specific subclass of the two-dimensional
systems with both diagonal and off-diagonal disorder. Their main
feature is that the complex phases of tunnelings are disordered. Al-
though, it may seem a small difference, it constitutes a totally new
class of systems, as the dynamics of a neutral particle (i.e. atom) in
such a disorder resemble dynamics of a charged particle moving in
a randomly varying magnetic field. Thus we could call this type of
disorder a random artificial gauge field or just a random magnetic
field1.
I will discuss the two-dimensional lattices, as in one-dimensional
systems with nearest neighbor coupling the changed phases of tun-
nelings could be always taken care of by changing the phases of Wan-
nier functions (which we always could do). Also in two-dimensional
systems effect of introducing the disordered magnetic field is much
stronger than for example in quasi one-dimensional stripes. Possibil-
ity of simulating this class of systems in the optical lattices may allow
to check various interesting topics from condensed matter physics.
For example the fractional quantum Hall effect at half-filling could be
mapped onto particles moving in randomly varying gauge field [97,
98], also some models of high-Tc superconductors could be tested, as
they predict strong suppression of a critical temperature due to ran-
dom field fluctuations [99]. The case with both on-site and magnetic
field disorder presents an interesting interplay between two effects,
as upon the appearance of the magnetic field the localization length
should be increased due to breaking of the time reversal symmetry
(see next section) but also the new source of disorder appears, which
in principle could decrease the localization length.
I will start with a short review of the theory of disordered systems
in the magnetic field. Further I will describe specific case when the
magnetic field itself is a random variable, especially a history of stud-
ies in case of solely magnetic disorder (in correspondence to case of
purely off-diagonal disorder in section 2.2). In the next part I am go-
ing to describe various methods which could be used to obtain the
artificial gauge fields in the ultracold atomic gases. After this lengthy
introduction I will present main model considered in this chapter and
1 In order to not overuse long ‘artificial gauge field’ I will often use ‘magnetic field’ in
this chapter, though we have to remember its meaning in this scope.
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Figure 22: When considering two reversed paths their phases are changed
by presence of the external magnetic field – probability of return-
ing to the origin is not increased (weak localization correction
vanish).
a specific setup which could be used to create it in the experiment.
Further, I will show results of numerical calculations and explain ob-
served phenomena, particularly the unexpectedly strong localization
appearing for the systems with correlated disorder. I will also present
results showing the concurrence between strengthening and weaken-
ing of the localization by the random fluxes. Finally, I will check for
presented model the validity of expressions (23,111) connecting the
mean free path with the localization length.
disordered systems in external magnetic field
The problem of the Anderson localization in the external magnetic
field has not been fully solved yet. I will present several remarks and
known results.
In the systems with broken time-reversal symmetry the weak lo-
calization correction (see Sec. 1.5.2) vanishes as two counterpropa-
gating paths acquire different phases (for the case of magnetic field,
the phase difference is twice the flux through the contour) and in
the effect do not add constructively (Fig. 22). The effect on the An-
derson localization is most significant in two-dimensional systems,
where the correction which makes the scaling function β(g) always
negative and therefore assures localization of all states is due to the
weak localization effect. However, in contrary to systems with spin-
orbit coupling (symplectic ensemble), the delocalization term do not
appear. To determine behavior of those systems further corrections
have to be calculated. It has been done by Wegner using the nonlin-
ear σ-model [100]. He showed that the correction to β(g → ∞) of
order 1/g2 do not vanish and moreover is negative, so again all states
in two dimensions are localized. However, due to higher order of first
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non-vanishing correction the connection between mean free path and
localization length should have form:
λ = `eζ(k`)
2
. (111)
Similar but weaker effect appears for the quasi one-dimensional stripes,
for which it was shown, using random matrix theory, that upon break-
ing the time reversal symmetry the localization length will be simply
doubled [101].
random magnetic flux models
Special class of the disordered systems in the external magnetic field
consists of systems in which the magnetic field itself is disordered.
Historically first – classical not quantum – attempt to describe such a
situation had been done by Fermi long before the Anderson localiza-
tion was even proposed [102]. The model of classical charged particles
moving in randomly varying magnetic field provided a surprising re-
sult, that particles will accelerate. It was proposed as a model for the
origin of a high energy cosmic radiation.
First work considering random fluxes in scope of quantum mechan-
ics and the localization phenomena have been published in year 1981
[103], it have shown that when one add such a magnetic field to sys-
tem with the standard on-site disorder it appears that the localization
length grows. It seemed that weakening of the localization due to
breaking of the time reversal symmetry is stronger effect than localiza-
tion on appearing disorder. This topic has been further investigated
in [104, 105].
Most of the effort in the following years has been focused on the
systems with solely flux disorder with mean magnetic flux equal to
zero, such systems are conceptually simple and could be connected
with some other interesting situations as nonstandard superconduc-
tivity models [99, 106] or spin liquids [107]. It have been also shown
that random magnetic field alters significantly critical temperature of
the Bose-Einstein condensation [108].
There have been a long lasting controversy whether such systems
have the mobility edge. In principle they should belong to the uni-
tary class and all the states should be localized, but many opposed
arguing that in this case σ-model [100, 109] does not apply and the
mobility edge will appear. This statement have been supported by nu-
merous numerical calculations [110–114]. On the other hand different
authors have shown numerical results confirming localization of all
states [115–117]. Those studies could not be conclusive (especially in
early 90-thies) as the localization length in two-dimensional systems
grows quickly with increasing energy, moreover due to purely off-
diagonal character of the disorder it posses the same ‘extended-like’
state in the band center as described in section 2.2. Finally it have
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been proven analytically – at least in the limit of long range corre-
lated disorder – that indeed all states are localized [118, 119].
Out of other interesting results in this field one could pick for exam-
ple work showing effects of screening on transport properties [120] or
surprising lack of influence of long range tunnelings on the localiza-
tion length [110].
creation of artificial gauge fields
The serious limitation in usage of the ultracold atomic gases as quan-
tum simulators had been inability to simulate effects of the orbital
magnetism. Luckily, this obstacle has been overcome and nowadays
there exist a range of methods allowing creation of artificial gauge
fields (not necessarily only U(1) but even non-abelian gauge fields).
The charged quantum particle moving in the external magnetic
field, after completing closed path acquires some complex phase which
could not be removed by gauge transformation and which is geometric
in the sense that it depends on the shape of the path not for exam-
ple time it has taken to complete it. It is also strictly connected with
the flux of magnetic field surrounded by the contour. If only it is
possible to create conditions in which a neutral particle also acquires
such a phase, then it will effectively behave as the charged particle in
the magnetic field. This idea of giving to neutral particle a geometric
phase underlies the majority of methods used to create the artificial
gauge fields.
Rotation of the system
Rotating the system with constant angular velocity seems to be the
simplest idea to create desired effects. Indeed, in the frame rotating
with some angular velocity Ω the particle feels Coriolis force equiva-
lent to the Lorenz force felt by charged particles in the uniform mag-
netic field proportional to Ω [121]. The one well known example of
this effect is a correspondence between arrays of vortices in super-
conductors placed in magnetic field and vortices appearing in the
rotating superfluids. The drawback of this method is that additional
harmonic potential have to be created to prevent shooting out parti-
cles due to centrifugal force, moreover the range of potentials which
could be used is limited, as if the potential is not axisymmetric it
becomes time dependent in the rotating frame and the theoretical
description complicates significantly.
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Dressing atoms with laser light
The simplest example of this class is a two-level atom in a laser beam.
The internal eigenstates of the atom (|g〉 and |e〉) are coupled by the
lightfield. The operator of coupling could be written as:
U(r) =
 h
2
[
∆(r) e−iφ(r)κ(r)
eiφ(r)κ(r) −∆(r)
]
, (112)
where ∆ marks a detuning of laser frequency from the atomic transi-
tion, φ is a phase of the wave and κ a strength of an atom-laser cou-
pling (it linearly depends on the intensity of light), so called mixing
angle θ could be defined as tan θ = κ/∆ (I have dropped the argument
(r) for clarity and for the extent of this section restored  h for consis-
tency with the descriptions in the literature). The eigenstates of the
system are the dressed states:
|χ1〉 =
[
cos (θ/2)
eiφ sin (θ/2)
]
, (113)
|χ1〉 =
[
cos
(
−e−iφ
)
sin (θ/2)
cos (θ/2)
]
. (114)
If we assume that the system is prepared in one of the dressed states
(|χ1〉) and moved sufficiently slow, that it stays in it for the whole time,
it is quite straightforward to check [122, 123] that due to a spatial
variability of the dressed state new term appears in the Hamiltonian
with the properties exactly as a vector potential2:
A(r) = i h〈χ1|∇χ1〉 =
 h
2
(cos θ− 1)∇φ. (115)
By taking the rotation of A(r) we obtain an effective magnetic field:
B(r) = ∇×A =  h
2
∇(cos θ)×∇φ. (116)
If only the phase (φ) and the mixing angle (θ) vary in the space in
a noncollinear way the magnetic field is nonzero. If we consider run-
ning wave, the φ changes in the direction of the propagation, so the
θ must change in the direction perpendicular to the beam. It could
be done for example by changing intensity of light – effect which nat-
urally occurs for narrow beams or by changing detuning of atoms
by using another auxiliary laser beam. In reality, to realize described
scenario one has to use atoms which have very long times of spon-
taneous emission as calcium or ytterbium. For other species, more
complicated setups using several internal states have to be applied,
although the general conception is similar.
2 Also the scalar potential appears, but it is not as interesting as there exist variety of
techniques allowing creation a wide range of scalar potentials for ultracold atoms.
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Lattice systems
Considering the lattice systems such as crystalline lattice or optical
lattice, the artificial gauge fields could be introduced reversing the
Peierls argument [124]. Originally, it was formed to simplify the de-
scription of behavior of the charged particles moving in the lattice.
Upon applying the external magnetic field its effect could be written
as a change of complex phases of tunnelings tnm → tnm exp(iφnm),
where the phase is calculated by integrating the vector potential on
the line between the lattice sites:
φnm =
e
 h
∫ rm
rn
A(r) · dr. (117)
If there is a nonzero flux of the magnetic field through some contour
(in this context usually we consider smallest possible one – lattice pla-
quette) then the sum of the phases Φ will also be nonzero. Using the
same ‘reverse-engineering’ as for continuous systems one can create
complex tunnelings and make neutral particles show effects of orbital
magnetism.
It could be done using laser-assisted tunneling and atoms with in-
ternal structure much like in the continuous case (for description see
[122]), yet another option is to use fast periodic modulations to alter
the tunneling phases.
The simplest scheme of modulation is periodic shaking of the lat-
tice [125] which changes the amplitude of the tunnelings. It could be
extended to create also the complex phases. The key point is the fact
that the magnetic field breaks the time reversal symmetry, thus sim-
ple harmonic modulation could not simulate it as it is perfectly time
symmetric. Usually, just using nonsymmetric modulation is sufficient
to obtain complex phases of tunnelings. Such a simple scheme is pro-
posed in [126], where driving is done with two dephased harmonic
functions (with commensurate ratio). It indeed allows the creation of
the complex tunnelings, although on the regular lattice the phases
cancel and no artificial gauge field appears. However, it could give
staggered fluxes on the triangular lattice. The more complicated sys-
tems have to be created to obtain field on the regular lattice or to get
field with a nonzero mean, but it is possible [127].
creation of the random magnetic field.
The lattice system simulating the disordered magnetic field could be
created using two species of the particles in the regular two-dimensional
optical lattice undergoing fast periodic modulation of some parame-
ters.
The sketch of the preparation procedure of such a system is fol-
lowing: First, on-site disorder is created using the second species of
particles frozen in the lattice (as described in Sec. 1.6). In this case we
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use high density (ρf = 2.5) of quite weakly interacting (tf & Uf) frozen
particles, so after a quench we obtain the Poisson distribution of the
disorder. The Hamiltonian (with already immobilized fraction tf = 0)
reads:
HD = t
∑
d
∑
〈ij〉d
a
†
iaj + (Vn
f
i)ni, (118)
where 〈ij〉d denotes nearest neighbors in direction d which is either
x or y and (Vnfi) is effectively the disordered on-site potential.
In the next step I want to add a gauge field to this picture. As
having the gauge field in the lattice is equivalent to adding complex
phases to the tunnelings I will proceed with creating those, using the
fast periodic modulation of the lattice parameters. In the presented
case I use the simultaneous modulation of the interspecies interac-
tion V → V0 + V1 sin(ωτ) and the tunneling rates t→ t0 + t(d)1 fω(τ),
where ω is the frequency of modulation and fω(τ) is some periodic
function. An important point is that I allow different modulations of
the tunneling rates in the different lattice directions. The time depen-
dent Hamiltonian reads:
H(τ) =
∑
d
(
t0 + t
d
1 fω(τ)
)∑
〈ij〉d
a
†
iaj
+
∑
i
(
(V0 + V1 sinωτ)nfi
)
ni. (119)
As the sinus function is antisymmetric, as long as the fω is not anti-
symmetric the time reversal symmetry of the system will be broken
and the gauge filed could appear.
The interspecies interactions could be driven in the same way as
described in the section 2.2.2, while the tunneling rates could be mod-
ulated by change of the lattice height. This obviously will change also
the interaction strength, but the tunneling amplitudes vary exponen-
tially with the lattice height while the interactions vary approximately
linearly, so we could neglect the latter effect.
As the (119) is time periodic we could use the results of the Floquet
theory (App. A) to obtain the effective Hamiltonian for long times.
Unfortunately in this case we could not use the ‘standard’ procedure
of transforming system into rotating frame, as the time dependent
parts of the Hamiltonian (119) do not commute. In this situation, if
we just time average H(τ) (calculate zeroth order of the Magnus ex-
pansion) we will get errors of order 1/ω and we will not obtain any
magnetic field fluxes, as they are exactly of this order. To improve the
accuracy and obtain desired effect, we could make a partial transfor-
mation:
U = exp
(
i
V1 cosωτ
ω
∑
i
nfini
)
. (120)
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This transformation removes the time dependence from the on-site
part of the Hamiltonian, but more importantly it takes system to
a frame in which the modulation is a symmetric function of time
and therefore all odd elements of the Magnus expansion vanish [128],
leaving errors of order 1/ω2:
H ′(τ) = UH(τ)U† =
∑
i
(V0n
f
i)ni
+
∑
d
(t0 + t
d
1 fω(τ))
∑
〈ij〉d
ei
V1
ω (n
f
j−n
f
i) cosωta
†
iaj. (121)
Now, upon the time averaging (denoted 〈. . .〉T for T = 2pi/ω) we get
effective Hamiltonian with errors of the order of 1/ω2:
Heff = 〈H ′(t)〉T =
∑
d
∑
〈ij〉d
Jdij[fω]a
†
iaj +
∑
i
(V0n
f
i)ni, (122)
where Jdij[fω] is an effective tunneling from site i to j (in direction d).
Modulation scheme
Depending on the scheme of the lattice modulation (fω) we could get
qualitatively different forms of the effective tunneling:
harmonic modulation Modulation form: fω(τ) = cos(ωτ) re-
sults in an expression:
Jdij[cosωτ] = 〈(t0 + td1 cosωt)ei
V1
ω (n
f
j−n
f
i) cosωτ〉T
= t0J0(
V1
ω
(nfj −n
f
i)) + it
d
1J1(
V1
ω
(nfj −n
f
i)), (123)
where Jn(x) is n-th order Bessel function3. This form of effective tun-
neling is not the most convenient, as it creates not only random fluxes
but also randomly changes the tunneling amplitudes, introducing yet
another form of disorder.
If we set td1 = ±
√
2t0, the expression (123) could be approximated
in the close vicinity of zero as:
Jdij[cosωτ] ≈ ˜Jdij[cosωτ] = t0 exp
(
±i tan−1
(
V1
ω
(
nfj −n
f
i
)))
.
(124)
The approximation diverges quickly from the exact result and I was
unable to find a modulation scheme which better coincides with (124),
however in principle it should exist and as the (124) have several
favorable features I will present results for it alongside those for well
defined modulation schemes. Among the properties of ˜Jdij[cosωτ] the
most important are:
3 I used a property: 〈cos[nωt] exp(ix cos(ωt))〉T = inJn(x).
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• its amplitude is always one, so only the random fluxes are
present (no random tunneling amplitudes),
• its phase depends nonlinearly on the argument, so in the case
of the symmetric modulation in both directions
(
tx1 = t
y
1
)
we
could still expect non-vanishing fluxes,
• tan−1 saturates on ±pi/2 and consequently the fluxes always
takes values smaller than 2pi (2pi is reached asymptotically for
strong modulation), thus the mean flux amplitude is monotonic
function of the modulation strength.
Although in principle any ratio of the modulations in different lat-
tice directions could be chosen I restrict my analysis to two limiting
cases of symmetric tx1 = t
y
1 and antisymmetric t
x
1 = −t
y
1 modulations.
Those choices give smallest and biggest fluxes for the chosen modula-
tion strength. It is also convenient choice in scope of used numerical
method (MacKinnon method, see. B.3) as distinguishing one lattice di-
rection over the other may pose problems due to different treatment
of different directions in the method.
delta modulation Another option of modulation of tunnelings
is periodically repeated Dirac delta (so called Dirac comb):
fω(τ) = III(ωτ) =
∑
n
δ
(
τ+
2pi
ω
n
)
, (125)
the resulting effective tunneling reads:
Jdij[IIIω] = t0 exp
(
±iV1
ω
(
nfj −n
f
i
))
. (126)
This form of modulation gives effective tunnelings with constant am-
plitude – which is desired property. However the phase is linear func-
tion of the occupation of frozen particles
(
nfj −n
f
i
)
and thus to obtain
nontrivial fluxes one has to use different shaking in different lattice
directions4 (I will use only the antisymmetric shaking in this case).
Moreover, fluxes do not saturate but grow linearly with the growing
argument of function, eventually they reach 2pi and wind up, in the
result it is possible to get smaller fluxes for bigger modulation ampli-
tudes.
Delta modulation seem to be experimentally demanding but it could
be obtained in at least two ways. Either by keeping the lattice very
high to basically stop all transport and lowering it significantly (or
simply turning off) only for short periods once every T or by over-
imposing several higher harmonic modulations with amplitude t1 =
±2t0 to approximate Dirac’s comb:
III(ωt) ≈ 1+ 2 cos 2ωτ+ 2 cos 3ωτ+ 2 cos 4ωτ+ . . . , (127)
4 It is straightforward to check that Φ ∝ ±(n1 −n2)± (n2 −n3)± (n3 −n4)± (n4 −
n1) and for symmetric modulation, when all signs are the same, flux is always zero.
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Figure 23: Convergence of the expansion (128). Curves shows deviations of
the absolute value (upper panel) and the complex phase (lower
panel) of approximated function f(x) from exp(ix) (|eix| = 1,
arg eix = x). Black curves are results of 1st order of expansion,
red of 2nd, blue of 4th and green of 6th. For 6th order there is no
visible difference from approximated function in presented range.
after applying this approximated function to effective tunneling we
get:
Jdij[IIIω] ≈ J0
(
±V1
ω
(
nfj −n
f
i
))
+ 2iJ1
(
±V1
ω
(
nfj −n
f
i
))
+ . . . .
(128)
In contrary to the previous case the convergence is very good as it
could be checked in the figure 23.
Other investigated models
Apart from the model described above I have studied several of its
variations in order to better investigate various appearing phenom-
ena.
uncorrelated disorder In the model presented above the di-
agonal disorder is obviously correlated with the flux disorder as both
came from the same distribution of the frozen particles. Only their
relative amplitude could be changed by manipulating mean value of
interactions V0 and the modulation amplitude V1.
As any correlations could affect localization properties (and indeed
this is the case as we will see shortly) we want to investigate also un-
correlated version of the main model by simply picking the values of
on-site and flux disorder independently. It is in principle possible to
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Figure 24: Setup in which staggered field could be created. Two dimensional
regular lattice with auxiliary lattice with amplitude 2V1 rotated
by pi/4.
obtain such a system in ultracold atomic gases, although the setup is
considerably more complicated. To create the uncorrelated disorder
we need two different species of frozen particles which are indepen-
dently placed randomly in the lattice. First one should interact with
mobile atoms with constant amplitude V0 generating the on-site disor-
der, while for the second species interaction strength should be mod-
ulated with amplitude V1 around the zero so it will generate only the
disordered complex tunnelings.
staggered field Main model gives opportunity to crate disor-
dered gauge field or no field at all. In order to check effect of breaking
the time reversal symmetry without introducing new disorder I stud-
ied also the model with solely diagonal disorder placed in staggered
field5.
Such a field could be created for example using another lattice with
lattice constant 2
√
2 rotated by pi/4 relative to the main lattice (as
in Fig. 24). If only this auxiliary lattice is low enough it would not
change tunnelings or introduce coupling across the plaquette and we
could assume that it only changes on-site energies. If we now start
to modulate the height of this new lattice Vs(t) = sin(ωt)V1 (note
that we do not have to change the interaction strength in this case)
along with changing the tunnelings as in the main model, we will
effectively get the staggered field.
continuous disorder In the main model as well as variations
presented above, the disorder is taken from the random discrete dis-
tribution. It is possible that for some specific occupations and energy,
the resonant transport will occur and significantly alter the results.
To check if this is a case, one can redo the calculations for different
densities ρf (changing accordingly also the interaction strength) and
observe if any qualitative changes appear. The other possibility, which
5 I have chosen staggered field to preserve the mean flux 0 appearing in the main
model.
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Figure 25: Probability density functions for Poisson distribution with mean
2.5 (red diamonds) and for folded normal distribution with mean
2.5 and standard deviation
√
2.5 (black solid line).
I have chosen, is to do calculations for the continuous disorder which
does not suffer from this problem. I have used the folded normal
distribution given by probability density function:
f(x|µ,σ2) =
1√
2σ2pi
(
e
−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 + e
−
(−x−µ)2
2σ2
)
for x > 0, (129)
which greatly resembles Poisson distribution for σ =
√
µ as shown in
the figure 25. Simulations done for this disorder shows very little dif-
ference from ones for the discrete disorder so I could safely assume
that no resonant transport happens. I do not try to make up an exper-
imental setup in which this type of disorder could be created – and
there is no need for that, as the transport properties are very similar
to those of the systems with the discrete disorder.
results
The localization length for all studied cases has been calculated using
the MacKinnon method (described in appendix B.3) for stripe widths
in the range 16–128. Results presented below are calculated for mean
occupation of frozen particles ρf = 2.5 and mostly for interspecies
interaction strength V0 = 1.5. For other values of interaction strength
results are qualitatively similar but for lower V0 they contain higher
numerical errors due to rapidly growing localization length and for
higher V0 features become less distinctive as the localization length
is only of order of several sites.
In Fig. 26 the typical results are shown. The localization lengths
for the diagonal disorder and for strong delta modulation are plot-
ted in the function of energy. Results for all investigated parameters
(apart from ones for very strong disorder), reveal one peak in the
localization length around the band center. I have not observed any
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Figure 26: Localization length (in units of lattice spacing) as a function of
energy (in units of tunneling amplitude), exemplary results for
V0 = 1.5 and ρf = 2.5. Black solid line is result for undriven sys-
tem while red dashed stands for delta antisymmetric modulation
with V1/ω = 1.0 (for correlated disorder).
signature of the mobility edge or isolated extended states so I could
safely assume that maximal localization length is a good measure of
the overall transport properties of the system for given parameters
and restrict presentation of further results only to this one value.
The maximum localization length as a function of the modulation
parameter V1/ω is plotted for different models in Figs. 27-28. The re-
sults for following systems are presented:
fig . 27(upper) Symmetric (tx1 = t
y
1) harmonic (123) and approxi-
mated harmonic (124) modulation. For correlated and uncorre-
lated disorder.
fig . 27(lower) Antisymmetric (tx1 = −t
y
1) harmonic (123) and ap-
proximated harmonic (124) modulation. For correlated and un-
correlated disorder.
fig . 28 Antisymmetric (tx1 = −t
y
1) delta modulation. For correlated
and uncorrelated disorder.
We could see that regardless the correlations in the disorder and the
symmetry of the shaking, results for the exact harmonic modulation
agrees quite well with the ones for the approximated form J˜dij[cosωt]
up to modulation parameter around V1/ω ≈ 0.4. The discrepancy for
larger values V1/ω & 0.4 is caused by the disorder in tunneling ampli-
tudes, which for harmonic modulation becomes significant around
this modulation amplitude. Difference of phase factors between ex-
act and approximated expressions for the effective tunneling appears
much earlier and do not seem to have large impact on the localization
length.
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Figure 27: The maximum localization length (in units of the lattice constant)
as a function of parameter of modulation V1/ω for the cases of
symmetric tx1 = t
y
1 (upper panel) and antisymmetric lattice mod-
ulation tx1 = −t
y
1 (lower panel). Black dots are results for the har-
monic modulation and uncorrelated disorder; red squares stand
for the harmonic modulation and correlated disorder; green di-
amonds are results for the approximated harmonic modulation
and uncorrelated disorder and blue triangles for the approxi-
mated harmonic modulation and correlated disorder (lines are
only guides for the eye).
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Figure 28: The maximum localization length (in units of the lattice constant)
as a function of parameter of modulation V1/ω for delta modu-
lation. Black dots are results for uncorrelated disorder and red
squares stand for correlated disorder (lines are only guides for
the eye).
Figure 29: One plaquette disconnected from the lattice. Tunneling from site
1 to 2 is given by (130).
Strengthening of the localization due to correlations
Important feature clearly visible in the figures 27(lower panel) and 28
is the large discrepancy between the localization lengths for systems
with correlated and uncorrelated disorder. For the uncorrelated case
we see the rapid increase of the localization length which agrees with
the intuition what should happen upon breaking of the time rever-
sal symmetry. On the contrary, for the correlated disorder (the main
model we discuss) after adding the disordered fluxes the localization
length grows much slower, or even show some small decrease. With
growing modulation parameter V1/ω it starts to slowly approach the
result for the uncorrelated case.
This unexpected behavior could be understood using a simple toy
model of transport through one plaquette cut out of the whole lat-
tice (presented in Fig. 29). The tunneling through such a structure
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Figure 30: Plot of difference of integrated histograms of teff for correlated
and uncorrelated disorder for E = 3.15 and V1/ω = 0.2 (delta
modulation).
could be easily calculated (for example using general method shown
in section 2.4.2):
teff =
1
E− V0n
f
A
J
y
2AJ
x
A1 +
1
E− V0n
f
B
Jx2BJ
y
B1, (130)
where the lattice sites are denoted as in Fig. 29 and E is energy of
the state. By calculating the large number of teff for different disor-
der realizations for the cases with correlated as well as uncorrelated
disorder (for delta modulations) we could check that indeed for the
correlated case there are more low teff, as shown in Fig. 30 with the
difference of integrated histograms for correlated and uncorrelated
cases – thus the transport in this case is hindered.
To compare teff for a wider range of parameters I use the average
over logarithm 〈log teff〉much like in the case of the transmission (Sec.
1.5.4) to lower the impact of rare configurations giving very high teff.
In Fig. 31 the difference of results for correlated and uncorrelated
cases is presented (δ = 〈log teff〉uncorrelated − 〈log teff〉correlated), showing
that indeed for correlated case the transport is slower. Although, the
effect is quite small and nearly vanish for V1/ω > 0.7, for which we
still could observe significant discrepancy in the localization length,
it appears also for tunneling through two plaquettes and may signal
some general behavior.
Interplay of localization and symmetry breaking
As we have seen in preceding section, the correlations between on-
site disorder and flux disorder could significantly alter the localiza-
tion length. To avoid this effect and analyze how the appearance of
the random fluxes affect the localization length I will use results for
the uncorrelated case. In Fig. 32 the localization length is plotted as
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Figure 31: Plot of the difference of averaged logarithms of teff for uncorre-
lated and correlated disorder as a function of state energy E (in
units of tunneling amplitude) and modulation parameter V1/ω
(for delta modulation).
a function of the mean absolute flux through plaquette 〈|Φ|〉6. The
presented curves are results for the delta modulation and symmetric
and antisymmetric harmonic modulation (I do not use results for ex-
act harmonic modulation as it contains also the disorder in tunneling
amplitudes which obscures discussed phenomena). We could see that
all three curves scale similarly, which indicates that a particular distri-
bution of disorder does not affect results very strongly. Moreover we
can notice that for low mean absolute fluxes they coincide with (also
plotted) results for staggered field. This suggests that in this regime
the breaking of the time reversal symmetry is the most important
effect. For higher 〈|Φ|〉 we observe that results for disordered cases
diverge from one for the staggered field – this marks the region in
which flux disorder starts to significantly alter the localization length.
Also, if we plot those three cases in a function of the flux variance
they scale similarly as shown in figure 33.
Scaling of the mean free path
At the end I will present preliminary results of comparison of the
mean free path obtained from the localization length with one ob-
tained analyzing the evolution of localized wavepacket.
Due to the scaling theory of the localization the localization length
in the two dimensional systems in the orthogonal class is connected
with the transport mean free path ` describing the distance the parti-
6 Absolute value have to be used as we are interested in amplitude of the disorder not
the mean value of flux – which is zero in our case.
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Figure 32: The maximum localization length (in units of the lattice con-
stant) in function of mean absolute flux through plaquette. Green
triangles are results for solely diagonal disorder and staggered
gauge field; red squares and black diamonds for approximated
harmonic modulation antisymmetric and symmetric respectively;
blue squares for delta modulation (lines are only guides for the
eye).
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Figure 33: The maximum localization length (in units of the lattice constant)
in function of variance of flux through plaquette. Red squares
and black diamonds are results for approximated harmonic mod-
ulation antisymmetric and symmetric respectively; blue squares
for delta modulation (lines are only guides for the eye).
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cle can travel before its movement becomes randomized. The approx-
imate relation is given by:
λ = `e
pi
2k`, (131)
where k is a momentum (in our case quasimomentum) and the factor
pi/2 comes from the self consistent theory of localization [55] and does
not have to be exact for all cases, in particular for the strong disorder.
To check whether the formula (131) holds for the considered model,
I have calculated the mean free path using two different methods.
Both of them relies on a propagation of the initially localized wavepacket
in the disordered system. The system size has been chosen to be
100× 100 (and is sufficient, as the state never reaches the boundary)
and the initial state has been Gaussian (with variance σ2 = 15) multi-
plied by a plane wave with quasimomentum satisfying: |kx|+ |ky| = pi.
The time evolution has been calculated with the help of QuTiP pack-
age [129] for times of order of 3 tunneling times (defined as an inverse
of the tunneling rate). The mean free path could be extracted from the
results in two ways:
1. By checking the mean distance at which expectation value of
position operator becomes randomized (direct readout of the
mean free path).
2. By calculating the slope of a mean squared displacement 〈r2〉
of wave function. For intermediate times, when the slope is con-
stant7 it is connected with the mean free path by expression
(valid in two-dimensions):
` =
∂t〈r2〉(t)
2v
, (132)
where v is velocity of wave packet which could be obtained
from the slope of expectation value of position operator for
short times, before the mean free path is reached.
The mean free path obtained using the methods above and the one
calculated from the localization length (for model with only diagonal
disorder, V1/ω = 0) clearly coincide as shown in Fig. 34. The mean
free path shows algebraic dependence on the disorder strength (the
results of fitting the power-law are gathered in table 1). Although
slopes differ, we observe that the expression (131) is approximately
satisfied for my model, which is not trivial as it was derived by means
of the perturbation theory in the regime of a weak disorder.
In the systems with broken time reversal symmetry the weak local-
ization correction vanishes and the localization in two-dimensional
7 For shorter times 〈r2〉 grows quadratically due to ballistic expansion and for longer
times wavefunction starts to localize and the expansion slow down and eventually
stop
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Figure 34: Mean free path (in units of lattice constant) as a function of pa-
rameter V0 – disorder strength (in units of tunneling amplitude).
Black dots are results calculated from the localization length us-
ing (131), red squares are results from diffusion coefficient and
green diamonds directly from the mean distance traveled by
wavepacket. Black solid, red dashed-dotted and green dashed
lines are fitted to respective sets.
slope(a) intercept(b)
no flux
loc. length −0.9049(73) −0.049(54)
diffusion −0.983(75) −0.103(33)
direct −1.143(29) 0.064(19)
V1/ω = 0.1
loc. length −0.5964(78) −0.3720(78)
direct −1.083(17) 0.987(10)
V1/ω = 0.5
loc. length −0.5977(38) −0.3619(32)
direct −0.832(44) −0.742(25)
V1/ω = 1.1
direct −0.450(33) 0.298(20)
Table 1: Results of fitting power law (` = bVa) to the mean free path as a
function of disorder strength.
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Figure 35: Mean free path (in units of lattice constant) as a function of pa-
rameter V0 – disorder strength (in units of tunneling amplitude).
Black dots and red squares are results calculated from the local-
ization length using (133) for V1/ω = 0.1 and 0.5 respectively,
green diamonds, blue up-triangles and magenta down-triangles
are results obtained directly from the mean distance traveled by
wavepacket (for V1/ω = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.1). Lines are fits to respec-
tive sets.
systems is assured by the next order correction to scaling function
β(g). From this we could expect that relation between the mean free
path and localization length should be given by:
λ = `eζ(k`)
2
. (133)
As we can observe in the Fig. 35 and check in the table 1, for small and
moderate modulation parameters V1/ω, the scaling of the mean free
path obtained using expression (133) differs significantly form ones
obtained directly form the time evolution. However, for larger fluxes
V1/ω ≈ 1. they start to scale similarly. It could suggest that only for the
large amplitude of the flux disorder, those systems could be counted
to the unitary class, while for lower fluxes the time-reversal symmetry
is not completely broken. More probable explanation is that the ap-
proximate expression (133) holds only for sufficiently strong flux dis-
order. This topic could be continued, to check exact regimes in which
the expression (133) gives good approximations. For sufficiently large
set of results also the coefficient ζ could be calculated.

C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K
In the thesis I have presented results of the theoretical analysis of
ultracold atomic gases in low-dimensional optical lattices with the
disorder leading to the Anderson localization. I considered the disor-
der created using two species of particles: atoms of the first species
are moving in the disordered potential created by interaction with the
second fraction distributed randomly and immobilized.
The first part has been focused on the possibility of creation of the
multi-mode, tunable filter for energies of atoms. I showed that such
filters could be obtained using two one-dimensional optical lattices
with perpendicular polarizations and different wavelength, holding
mobile and frozen fractions respectively. This setup gives rise to a cor-
related disorder falling into a class of the generalized random N-mer
model. For experimentally attainable parameters, those systems have
several extended states providing ‘windows of transport’ in finite sys-
tems. By further extending presented setup with fast periodic modu-
lation of the interactions between the species (which effectively works
as a modulation of on-site energies) the off-diagonal disorder is cre-
ated. It widens the range of possible setups, allowing changing the
number of extended states as well as their relative positions. I have
also presented general method of treating systems with generalized
N-mer correlations, showing that energies of extended states can be
calculated using commutation properties of transfer matrices for dif-
ferent blocks appearing in the system and that those states are indeed
extended – in the infinite lattice transport do not vanish.
This studies can be continued in several directions. One, is usage
of such filters to shape the wavefunction in a manner very similar
to shaping of the pulses of light by adding several precisely chosen
frequencies [71]. One may think also of extending presented formal-
ism to larger number of dimensions (it is known that for random
dimer correlations also in two-dimensional systems we could expect
extended states [130]), or to check whether such correlations could
have any impact on the many body localization. Another direction
is further exploration of the properties of the transfer matrices, espe-
cially for systems with complicated functional dependence of transfer
matrix on the state energy.
In the second part of the thesis, the setup allowing creation of the
random artificial gauge field in two dimensional optical lattice has
been presented. The random field could be created by transferring
the disorder form on-site energies to complex phases of tunnelings
by the means of the fast periodic modulation of the interspecies inter-
actions and lattice height. In the described model both flux disorder
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and on-site disorder are present and their relative amplitude could
be changed. It is also possible to create setups with both types of dis-
order strongly correlated as well as uncorrelated (however the latter
is significantly more experimentally demanding). In principle those
systems belong to the unitary class of disordered systems as the time-
reversal symmetry is broken by the created magnetic field and the
localization length should grow significantly comparing with the un-
driven model (which belongs to the orthogonal class). However, for the
correlated case I have observed an unexpectedly small localization
length. It appears that, for correlated disorder the probability of de-
structive interference when considering different paths between two
points is increased, which have been shown on a toy model consid-
ering only one and two plaquettes. Results for the uncorrelated case
show expected growth of the localization length but present other in-
teresting effect: interplay between strengthening of localization due to
increasing the amplitude of flux disorder and weakening it by break-
ing of the time-reversal symmetry caused also by the random fluxes.
Finally, the theoretical expression connecting the localization length
with mean free path is compared with results obtained by numerical
solution of time dependent Schrödinger equation.
The maximum localization length grows for the rising flux ampli-
tudes but the localization length as a function of energy of state be-
comes narrower (see Fig. 26), it means that possibly those systems
could be used also as filters for energies (similarly to ones described
in chapter 2). They do not provide so narrow peaks of delocalization,
still they could be an interesting realization of the idea of the filter in
two-dimensional systems. Moreover, the appearing peak in the local-
ization length could be controlled solely by changing relative phases
of modulation in different lattice directions. Another interesting ques-
tion is whether it is possible to create also non-abelian gauge fields
in similar manner, which will allow testing of the range of models
described for example in [131].
A P P E N D I X
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A
E V O L U T I O N O F T I M E P E R I O D I C S Y S T E M S
In this appendix I am going to briefly describe methods, based on
the Floquet theory, allowing to treat time periodic Hamiltonians. I
will show method of calculating effective Hamiltonians governing be-
havior of periodically driven systems for times much longer than one
modulation period. In the first section I will describe the properties of
solutions of the Schrödinger equation with the time periodic Hamil-
tonian and present more ‘intuitive’ approach to deriving the effective
time independent Hamiltonian1. In the second part I will provide a
more rigorous description, starting from a precise separation of pe-
riodic and non-periodic dynamics and eventually approaching the
Magnus expansion, which allows to find the effective Hamiltonian
up to the desired accuracy.
floquet hamiltonian and its space
For the time-periodic HamiltonianH(t) with period T , the Schrödinger
equation reads:
i∂t|ψn(t)〉 = H(t)|ψn(t)〉, (134)
due to the Floquet theorem [40] we know that the solutions of this
equation could be written as a product of a phase factor and a func-
tion with the same periodicity as the Hamiltonian (|φn(t + T)〉 =
|φn(t)〉):
|ψn(t)〉 = eint|φn(t)〉, (135)
where n could be called quasi-energy in clear correspondence to
a quasimomentum in the Bloch theorem for spatially periodic poten-
tials [32]. We could also note that similarly as for the quasimomentum,
adding ω to the quasienergy will not change a state but only take us
to a next ‘Brillouin zone’ for the quasienergies. This marks a signifi-
cant difference of the quasienergies from the energies of states – there
is no natural ordering of energy, especially the quasienergy ground
state could not be defined. Also, as the |ψn(t)〉 are time dependent
they could not be considered as the eigenstates of H(t). However, af-
ter imposing (135) into (134) we get:
n|φn(t)〉 = (H− i∂t) |φn(t)〉, (136)
1 This approach is in fact used in most of works concentrated on applying Floquet
theorem, not on analyzing its mathematical properties.
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which looks exactly as the eigenequation. To address this problem
rigorously we could define a new operator: H = H− i∂t, an Hamil-
tonian2 acting in the extended space of T -periodic functions existing
in the Hilbert space of the original Hamiltonian. To distinguish states
in both spaces I apply convenient notation introduced in [125], and
mark states in extended space by double brackets:
H|φmn 〉〉 = (n +mω)|φmn 〉〉. (137)
In the definition of eigenstates in the extended space I have added
new index m denoting states differing by energy mω. We know that
in the physical space those states are identical, but are they also in the
extended space? To check this we have to define scalar product. We
use scalar product from the physical space expanded by integration
over one modulation period as in the extended space time is treated
rather as a new coordinate than evolution variable:
〈〈φmn |φm
′
n 〉〉 ≡
1
T
∫T
0
dt〈φn(t)e−iωm|φn(t)eiωm ′〉. (138)
Indeed for m 6= m ′ states |φmn 〉〉 and |φm
′
n 〉〉 are orthogonal. This
means that one physical state |ψn(t)〉 represents whole class of or-
thogonal states {|φmn 〉〉}m∈N in the extended space. Two facts stem
from this:
• We have to analyze properties of the full Hamiltonian spanning
in n and m. Especially the coupling between subspaces with
different m-s is the reason of non trivial effects of periodic mod-
ulation.
• When going back to describe behavior of the system in physical
space we need only one of whole class of solutions for different
m-s as they correspond to only one physical state.
Very helpful in dealing with this problem is a representation of H
as a block Hamiltonian with blocks ordered by the quantum number
m:
H =
 H0 +ω H1 H2H−1 H0 H1
H−2 H−1 H0 −ω
 , (139)
where Hm are Fourier components of the time dependent Hamilto-
nian:
H(t) =
∞∑
k=−∞ e
iωktHk. (140)
2 In some works the name ‘quasienergy operator’ is used instead.
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It is clear now that the diagonal blocks preserving number m are just
the time averaged H(t) subsequently shifted by ω, while the time
dependent parts (Hj6=0) provide the coupling between subspaces for
different m. For now we could forget about in-block dynamics and
concentrate on dealing properly with those couplings.
There are two main classes of the time dependent Hamiltonians
considered in the literature: with the amplitude of modulation inde-
pendent from the frequency and with linear dependence between the
amplitude and the frequency of the modulation. In the first case it is
obvious that in the infinite frequency limit (ω → ∞) separation be-
tween the subsequent diagonal blocks will grow and as the couplings
stay constant we could just neglect them and rely only on H0. This
picture is quite intuitive – very fast modulations acts on such short
time scales comparing to the other processes going on in a system that
they have no effect at all (in fact we are making this silent assumption
dealing with nearly any physical problem). Situation is more compli-
cated when the couplings grow with the growing frequency, then we
can not neglect off-diagonal blocks as values of their elements are al-
ways of the same order as the separation of blocks. In this case even
in the infinite-frequency limit we could expect nontrivial effects.
Infinite frequency limit is clearly an idealization and usually we
deal with systems modulated with high but finite frequencies. In fact
in standard optical lattice setups the upper bound for modulation fre-
quency is well stated, as when modulation frequency coincides with
energy separation between bands, we start to excite our particles and
one-band tight-binding could not be used anymore. Summarizing,
we want a method giving us effective Hamiltonian valid for high but
finite frequencies. Ideal operation will be transforming H(t) into a
block diagonal form. Then one block will give us exact behavior of
the system for any frequency (although for too small frequencies re-
sults will be useless, as argued in the next section). However, it is
nearly always impossible to write such a transformation. The most
popular method, allowing to at least partially solve this problem, is
making a transformation to a rotating frame. If we write H(t) as a
sum of a time independent Hamiltonian (H0) and a perturbation (H ′)
multiplied by a time periodic function f(t) (or in more general form,
a sum of mutually commuting perturbations with different time de-
pendencies:
∑
iH
′
ifi(t)):
H(t) = H0 +H
′f(t) (141)
it is possible to make a transformation to a rotating frame U(t) =
exp(iH ′
∫
dtf(t)). If we apply it to the Schrödinger equation:
i∂t|U(t)ψ(t)〉+((((((
((
f(t)H ′|U(t)ψ(t)〉
= U(t)H0U
†(t)|U(t)ψ(t)〉+((((((
((
f(t)H ′|U(t)ψ(t)〉 ,
(142)
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we could see that it effectively removes the term H ′f(t) from the
Hamiltonian and instead dresses H0 in the quickly rotating phase:
Hrot(t) = U(t)H0U
†(t). (143)
As long asH ′ is local it is usually easy to find a closed form ofHrot. As
the transformation involves the integral of f(t), it drops a coefficient
of the order 1/ω. Effectively the off-diagonal terms (in sense of the
block couplings) of H are now decaying with the growing ω. For
the case of the amplitude scaling with the frequency it allows us to
find the infinite frequency limit so 〈Hrot〉T is the infinite frequency
Hamiltonian for this case. If the amplitude is constant, then couplings
decay with growing energy and in the effect the time averaged Hrot(t)
could be considered valid even for moderately fast modulations.
the magnus expansion
This section presents a slightly different approach to dealing with the
time periodic Hamiltonian. In the last section we get an approximate
expression for the effective Hamiltonian. The natural questions arise:
what exactly is omitted to get the time-independent Hamiltonian and
what is the accuracy of obtained approximation.
We will start with the first question. Let us consider the evolution
operator in the system governed by the time dependent Hamiltonian
H(t):
U(t2, t1) = T exp
(
−i
∫t2
t1
dtH(t)
)
, (144)
where T stands for a time ordering. For the time periodic H(t) the
evolution operator should be invariant under transformation t1 →
t1 + nT and t2 → t2 + nT . This feature along with the factorization
property of U(t1, t2) gives:
U(t0 + 2T , t0) = U(t0 + 2T , t0 + T)U(t0 + T , t0) = U(t0 + T , t0)2,
(145)
which could be trivially generalized to any n. As the evolution opera-
tor is unitary it could be always written as an exponent of some other
unitary operator so we get:
U(t0 +nT , t0) = U(t0 + T , t0)n = exp (−iHeff[t0]nT) . (146)
In this way we have obtained an important result: if we study only
stroboscopic evolution of the the system (consider only times t0+nT ),
it is possible to find an unitary operator Heff[t0] which is generat-
ing this evolution and is time independent3 – the celebrated effective
3 It has only a parametric dependence on t0, which is in fact a gauge choice (see
Fig. 36).
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Figure 36: Construction of evolution operator U(t1, t2) in time periodic sys-
tem, with two different choices of starting points of stroboscopic
evolution (choice of the Floquet gauge t0), (source: [132]).
Hamiltonian. If we want to construct an evolution operator for arbi-
trary times we could write:
U(t2, t1) = U(t2, t0 +nT)e−iHeff[t0]nTU(t0, t1)
= P(t2 −nT − t0)e
−iHeff[t0](t2−t1)P†(t1 − t0), (147)
where P is defined as:
P(t) ≡ U(t0 + t, t0) exp(iHeff[t0]t). (148)
It is straightforward to check that P(nT) = 1. In this way we see that
the general evolution operator (for arbitrary times) could be decom-
posed into two parts: P(t) is describing the micromotion a periodic
changes, which the system undergoes in the every turn of the modu-
lation and time independent Heff governing the long term dynamics.
Exact forms of the decomposition depends on choice of starting time
t0, the physical meaning of this choice is clearly shown in fig.36. We
could see also that proper change of gauge allows us to left only
one of micromotion operators in (147). The main concern for us is
finding the Heff for fast modulations. However, we have to remember
that even if we somehow obtain the exact Heff it will not give us full
description of the system and, especially for smaller frequencies the
micromotion has to be taken into account.
In general, finding the form of the evolution operator for the time
dependent Hamiltonian is formidable task. A method allowing cal-
culation of the approximate solution have been created by Wilhelm
Magnus [133]. One of main concerns upon deriving the expansion
has been to preserve group properties of the evolution operator i.e. if
we are in framework of the quantum mechanics we want any order
of the expansion to be an unitary operator. Such an approach allows
one to safely use a desired order of expansion without worry that it
contains unphysical effects which have to be neglected or countered
with terms from higher orders etc.
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I will not present derivation of the expansion as it is quite compli-
cated and could be found in source work [133] or a good review [128],
instead I will just summarize main results. If we have a system:
∂tY(t) = A(t)Y(t), (149)
we could assume that there exist solution of the form:
Y(t) = eΩ(t)Y(0) = e
∑∞
n=1Ωn(t)Y(0) (150)
The terms of the sum could be calculated using following procedure
(unfortunately there is no closed form of expansion):
Ω1(t) =
∫t
0
dτA(τ) (151)
Ωn(t) =
n−1∑
j=1
Bj
j!
∫t
0
dτS(j)n (τ), (152)
where Bj are Bernoulli numbers and S
(j)
n (t) are defined by the recur-
rence relation:
S
(1)
n (t) = [Ωn−1(t),A(t)], (153)
S
(n−1)
n (t) = adn−1Ω1(t)(A(t)), (154)
with adnX(Y) defined recursively (again!): ad0AB = B, ad
i
AB = [A, ad
i−1
A B].
In the search for the effective Hamiltonian in time periodic case we
could use the separation of the evolution operator:
|ψ(t)〉 = P(t) exp(iHeff)|ψ(t0)〉 (155)
Using the fact that P(nT) = I we could calculate terms of Magnus
expansion for stroboscopic times (t = nT ) and in this way obtain the
effective Hamiltonian:
|ψ(T)〉 = exp(iHeff)|ψ(t0)〉 (156)
Hn =
Ωn(T)
T
. (157)
It is all we have wanted, but it is worth knowing that with Heff de-
termined up to n-th term and using straightforward extension of the
Magnus expansion it is possible to calculate also the micromotion evo-
lution operator up to the same order (as presented in [128], section
3.2).
It is not simple to determine arbitrary terms in Magnus expansion,
however in practice only three first terms are used (usually only the
first one). If the modulation is symmetric around zero, first correction
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vanish and we need the second to calculate deviations from the time-
average. Those first three terms reads:
H
(0)
F =
1
T
∫T
0
dtH(t), (158)
H
(1)
F =
1
2!Ti
∫T+t0
t0
dt1
∫t1
t0
dt2[H(t1),H(t2)], (159)
H
(2)
F = −
1
3!T
∫T+t0
t0
dt1
∫t1
t0
dt2
∫t2
t0
dt3([H(t1), [H(t2),H(t3)]]
+ (1↔ 3)). (160)
For our purposes usually more convenient is to use a Fourier trans-
formed form of H(t):
H
(0)
F = H0, (161)
H
(1)
F =
1
ω
∞∑
l=1
1
l
(
[Hl,H−l] − eilωt0 [Hl,H0] + e−ilωt0 [H−l,H0]
)
.
(162)
The second order of the expansion could not be written in short form,
only the general one:
H
(2)
F = −
1
3!T
∑
klm
I
(ω,t0)
klm [Hk, [Hl,Hm]] (163)
where:
I
(ω,t0)
klm =
∫T+t0
t0
∫t1
t0
∫t2
t0
dt1dt2dt3
(
eiω(kt1+lt2+mt3) + (1↔ 3)
)
(164)
and the integral is nonzero only for k, l or m = 0; k = −l; k = −m;
l = −m and k + l +m = 0. In this form also the connection with
the Floquet Hamiltonian in the extended space is more clearly visible
as the first term, is the diagonal block while further corrections are
calculated by taking into account couplings Hi 6=0
The Magnus expansion gives results in powers of 1/ω as long as
modulation amplitude is independent on frequency. If, on the other
hand, we have linear dependence of amplitude on frequency the pow-
ers of expansion get mixed, and it is possible to check that for every
level of the expansion one can find element which is of order 1 (inde-
pendent on frequency) – thus whole expansion is useless in this scope.
However by making transformation to the rotating frame frame we
regain strict connection between order of the expansion and order of
1/ω. What is a reason of doing the same base change in case of sys-
tems with constant amplitude, one can ask? As then the off-diagonal
blocks Hi 6=0 drops terms of order 1/ω the convergence of the series is
enhanced to 1/ω2n. In this way, if we make transformation and assure
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that modulation is symmetric we could neglect the first order of the
expansion and the second is of the order 1/ω4. Thus relying on just
the time average in rotating frame is equivalent to calculating second
term of Magnus expansion, and usually is much simpler.
B
C A L C U L AT I O N O F T H E L O C A L I Z AT I O N L E N G T H
Set of analytical results in the Anderson localization theory is quite
limited and usually restricted to asymptotic or very specific cases
(weak disorder, special types of correlations), thus a wide variety of
different numerical methods have been developed to calculate the
localization length. In this appendix I have gathered some of them
– especially those used by myself in course of my studies, but also
several similar methods for comparison. I will begin with the model-
specific methods, from simplest applicable only to one-dimensional
systems with the nearest neighbor tunnelings, through ones usable
in systems with long-ranged tunnelings or quasi one-dimensional
stripes, to techniques applicable for higher dimensions. At the end
I will discuss viability of using an exact diagonalization in investigat-
ing the localization and specific cases in which it could be especially
useful.
one dimensional systems
Nearest neighbors tunneling
The standard method of calculating the localization length in one-
dimensional systems emerges directly from a simple recursive cal-
culation of a wavefunction, using the time independent Schrödinger
equation to get the wavefunction in further parts of the system. We
can expect that for the Anderson localized system the wavefunction
amplitude will exponentially fall or rise and the slope of the expo-
nent will give the localization length. Such a calculation could be
made using the transfer matrices (which is harder albeit more gen-
eral method). The transfer matrix for one dimensional system with
only nearest neighbor tunneling reads (as defined in section 2.4):
Ti =
[
i−E
ti
−ti−1ti
1 0
]
. (165)
As transfer matrices could be simply chained:[
ψj+1
ψj
]
= Tj · . . . · Ti
[
ψi
ψi−1
]
≡ T ji
[
ψi
ψi−1
]
, (166)
we could find the transfer matrix describing the transport through ar-
bitrary chosen part of the system – even the whole lattice. In the disor-
dered system the transfer matrices are random matrices parametrized
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by state energy E. According to Fustenberg theorem [134] (variant
of the Central Limit Theorem for non-commutating matrices) multi-
plying n of such matrices in the limit of n → ∞ give matrix with
eigenvalues e±γ(E)n where parameter γ(E,W) (Lapunov exponent)
depends on the state energy E and the disorder type W, but not on
specific random realization of the disorder. An inverse of the Lapunov
exponent is the localization length: λ = 1/γ. The procedure seems
simple, we have to multiply the transfer matrices until we get the
convergent value of γ. The problem is that the ratio of the matrix
elements grows exponentially fast and usually reach machine preci-
sion way faster than the localization length converges. To overcome
this problem one have to make a regularization of matrices in every
step or at least once in several steps (depending on how fast they
are rising). Details of the renormalization procedure are described in
section B.2.3.
Fortunately, in the case of one-dimensional model with only near-
est neighbor coupling, there exist easier and faster procedure. The
Schrödinger equation could be rewritten into a form:
Ri+1 =
i − E
ti
−
ti−1
ti
1
Ri
, where : Ri =
ψi
ψi−1
. (167)
It is a recursive equation for Ri, value which measures change of the
wavefunction from site to site. Even for exponential growth of ψi,
order of Ri remains unchanged. From the assumption that:
ψn −→
n→∞ A exp
(n
λ
)
(168)
and the relation
ψi
ψ0
= RiRi−1 . . . R2R1, (169)
it is easy to derive an equation for the localization length:
λ(n) = n
(
n∑
i=1
logRi
)−1
−→
n→∞ λ. (170)
Thus, it is sufficient to iterate (167) until value given by (170) con-
verges.
Long range tunnelings
For long-range tunnelings, recurrence method presented above could
not be easily used, especially if the long-range tunnelings are vanish-
ingly small (which is usually the case). Of course one could write the
transfer matrices for the systems with the tunnelings reaching l sites
(then the transfer matrix will have size 2l), but this method can also
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Figure 37: Method of winding a chain with long-range tunnelings to get
quasi one-dimensional stripe with only nearest neighbor tunnel-
ings (cross tunnelings between adjacent slides could also appear)
[81].
pose problems. If we have inhomogeneous tunnelings which some-
times are zero, it would be hard or impossible to properly define the
transfer matrices.
Safe option in such a case is winding the lattice into a form of a
quasi one-dimensional stripe to get only nearest neighbor tunnelings
between slices (as on Fig. 37) and using method described in the sub-
sequent section.
quasi one-dimensional systems
In this section I am going to describe a method which allows numer-
ical calculation of the localization length in a stripe with width M
in one direction (denoted by the index m) and infinite in the other
(denoted by the index n). We will start by properly defining change
of Hamiltonian upon elongating the stripe, then we will obtain recur-
rence relation for a Green function and finally introduce renormal-
ization procedure allowing us to avoid exponentially rising variables
and obtain the localization length.
Hamiltonian in stripe
The system is described by a Hamiltonian
H =
∑
n=1
Hn +
∑
n=1
(Vn + h.c.) , (171)
where
Hn =
M∑
m=1

(n)
m |wn,m〉〈wn,m|
−
M−1∑
m=1
(
t
(n,n)
m,m+1|wn,m〉〈wn,m+1|+ h.c.
)
(172)
is a tight binding Hamiltonian of the n-th slice and
Vn = −
M∑
m=1
M ′∑
m ′=1
t
(n,n+1)
m,m ′ |wn,m〉〈wn+1,m ′ | (173)
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is a coupling between slices n and n + 1. Tunneling between site
(n,m) and (n ′,m ′) is denoted t(n,n
′)
m,m ′ , 
(n)
m is energy on site (n,m).
Lets take the Hamiltonian of the stripe with length N:
H(N) =
N∑
n=1
Hn +
N−1∑
n=1
(Vn + h.c.) . (174)
Now if we add one extra slice to the system we get:
H(N+ 1) = H(N) +HN+1 + VN + V
†
N, (175)
which could be simplified as:
H(N+ 1) = H0(N+ 1) + V(N), (176)
by defining:
H0(N+ 1) ≡H(N) +HN+1, (177)
V(N) ≡VN + V†N. (178)
A recursive equation for a Green’s function
To determine a transport through the system we have to find the
Green’s function G+E (N+ 1) for the Hamiltonian H(N+ 1). This can
be done with the help of a resolvent of the Hamiltonian, defined as
an operator satisfying an equation:
(z−H(N+ 1))Gz(N+ 1) = 1. (179)
The Green function could be found by taking the limit of the resol-
vent:
G+E (N+ 1) = lim
→0+
GE+i(N+ 1). (180)
Using (176) and an identity
1
A
=
1
B
+
1
B
(A−B)
1
A
, (181)
with a substitution:
A = z−H(N+ 1), B = z−H0(N+ 1), (182)
we get the equation for the resolvent of H(N+ 1):
Gz(N+ 1) = G
0
z(N+ 1) +G
0
z(N+ 1)V(N)Gz(N+ 1), (183)
where G0z is the resolvent of H0. To get the transport properties of
the system we do not need whole Green’s function matrix but only
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its matrix elements between the first |1〉 and the last |N + 1〉 slices:
〈1|Gz(N+ 1)|N+ 1〉. In order to simplify equations we denote:
Gn,m ≡ 〈n|Gz(m)|m〉. (184)
From the equation (183) using the relation:
G0z(N+ 1) = Gz(N) +
1
z−HN+1
, (185)
(which could be used due to a fact that H(N) and HN+1 act in orthog-
onal subspaces of the Hilbert space, see (177)) we get:
G1,N+1 = G1,NVNGN+1,N+1. (186)
To get a recursive equation forG1,N, we need to calculateGN+1,N+1
matrix. It could be done by taking equation (179) and multiplying it
from the right side by a projection P = |N+ 1〉〈N+ 1|, and by P (or
Q = 1− P) from the left side:
P(z−H(N+ 1))(P+Q)Gz(N+ 1)P = P,
Q(z−H(N+ 1))(P+Q)Gz(N+ 1)P = 0. (187)
By solving the set of equations above we get:
GN+1,N+1 =
1
z−HN+1 − V
†
NGN,NVN
. (188)
Further, using both (186) and (188) we obtain:
G1,N+1
(
z−HN + 1− V
†
NGN,NVN
)
= G1,NVN (189)
and again using (186) to extractGN,N we finally arrive to the recursive
equation:
AN+2 = (z−HN+1)V
−1
N AN+1 − V
†
NV
−1
N−1AN, (190)
where AN = G−11,N−2. Similarly to recursive calculation in one dimen-
sion, choice of the initial values of AN do not affect the localization
length, the convenient choice is for example:
A0 = 0, A1 = V0. (191)
As there is no singularity in the equation (190), z could be just re-
placed with state energy E. We have now all ingredients for:
Calculation of the Anderson localization length
The localization length in stripe of width M (λM) is defined as:
2
λM
= − lim
n→∞ 1n ln Tr|G1,n|2. (192)
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It can be calculated using the recursive equation (190). However when
solving the equation iteratively, similar problem as for the transfer
matrix method in one-dimensional systems appear – there is an ex-
ponential growth of the elements of An for a large n. The regular-
ization could be done by multiplying the both sides of the equation
in each step by some matrix Rn. Starting from n = 1 and defining
A
(1)
k ≡ AkR1 we get
A3 =(E−H2)V
−1
1 A2 − V
†
1V
−1
0 A1
∣∣∣× R1
A
(1)
3 =(E−H2)V
−1
1 A
(1)
2 − V
†
1V
−1
0 A
(1)
1 . (193)
In order to prevent matrix elements from growing exponentially we
put R1 = A−12 and
A
(1)
3 = A3A
−1
2 , A
(1)
2 = 1, A
(1)
1 = A1A
−1
2 . (194)
By repeating the procedure in every step, we get: A(n)k = A
(n−1)
k Rn,
with Rn =
[
A
(n−1)
n+1
]−1
, it satisfies:
A
(n)
n+2 = (E−Hn+1)V
−1
n − V
†
nV
−1
n−1A
(n)
n . (195)
To ‘store’ information taken by Ri lets define matrix:
B(n) = B(n−1)Rn/bn, bn = ‖B(n−1)Rn‖, (196)
with ‖ · ‖ =
√
Tr| · |2 a matrix norm. Using values of {bn} it is possible
to get the localization length, as:
bn =‖B(n−1)Rn‖ = 1
bn−1
∥∥∥B(n−2)Rn−1Rn∥∥∥
=
1
bn−1
∥∥∥∥B(n−2) [A(n−2)n+1 ]−1∥∥∥∥
=
1
bn−1bn−2
∥∥∥∥B(n−3) [A(n−3)n+1 ]−1∥∥∥∥ = . . . . (197)
Making subsequent iterations we could notice that in fact:
‖A−1n+1‖ = b1b2 . . . bn, (198)
ln Tr|G1,n|2 = 2 (lnbn+1 + . . .+ lnb1) . (199)
With the help of yet another variable cn+1 = cn + lnbn+1 the Ander-
son localization length can be expressed as:
λM = −M lim
n→∞ ncn+1 . (200)
Same as in one-dimensional case we continue iterating (190) until λM
converges with prescribed accuracy. It is worth noting that the whole
procedure of renormalization of the Ai matrix (193–196) do not have
to be done in every step. In fact, as it is most computationally costly
part of the calculations (due to finding the inverses of the matrices),
it should be done as rare as it is possible.
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mackinnon method
Calculation of the localization length in one (or quasi one) dimension
is somewhat straightforward as we have only one direction and lim-
ited (if any) loops. On the other hand two dimensional cases are much
harder: the transfer matrix method could not be used, exact diagonal-
ization is much slower as a size of space grows quadratically with
linear size of system (which should be larger than the expected local-
ization length). The localization length itself, even if it is finite (which
is the case for most of the two dimensional systems), could grow fast
with weakening disorder. A lot of works have been published, which
mistakenly reported existence of the mobility edge because calcula-
tions have been made in too small systems. Presented method was
specifically created for two dimensions but for above reason results
showing the absence of the localization should be taken with care and
askance. The method have been devised by MacKinnon and Kramer
and described in [135, 136]. It is in some way based on a calculation
for quasi one-dimensional stripes, as one could expect that calculat-
ing wider and wider stripes could eventually gave us the localization
length for two-dimensional system. Using the method described in
Sec. B.2 we carry out calculations for chosen disorder and state en-
ergy (denoted by composite variable W) and for several width of
stripes M, obtaining set of the localization lengths {λMi(W)}. More
convenient for further analysis is the localization length divided by
strip width Λ(M,W) ≡ λM(W)/M.
If we plot Λ(M,W) versus M we have two possible types of be-
havior: If Λ(W,M) grows with growing M, we could expect that for
M → ∞ the localization length diverges and we have extended state.
On the other hand, if Λ(M,W) goes down, we could expect that the
state is localized – Λ falling to zero means λM(W) reaching some con-
stant value in the limit M → ∞. In order to extract two dimensional
localization length from the behavior of Λ(M), we have to appeal to
one parameter scaling theory (see Sec. 1.5.3). Upon assuming that un-
der the change of a length scale M ′ → bM the change of Λ depends
on Λ itself not on M or W separately [53, 137], we could readily write
that:
Λ(M,W) = f
(
ξ(W)
M
)
. (201)
Where f(x) is one parameter scaling function and ξ(W) in localized
cases could be considered the localization length for two dimensional
system. As f(x) is an injective function, if for two different sets of
parameters Λ(W1,M1) = Λ(W2,M2) also the arguments have to be
the same. By taking logarithm we get:
log ξ(W1) − log ξ(W2) = logM2 − logM1. (202)
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Figure 38: Procedure of finding the localization length. First (A) we calculate
the localization length for the strongest disorder ξ(W1) to obtain
the absolute position of scaling curve. Further (B) we shift sub-
sequent curves for different disorders and from the shift we get
their localization lengths. We could see that it is important that
curves overlap – if the curve for W2 (yellow) will be absent, we
won’t be able to fit curve for W3 (red) as it do not overlap with
already obtained part of scaling function (black).
In this way we could only find the relative values of localization
length in comparison to the localization lengths for other Wi. To
get the absolute values we have to pick at least one case for which
we could find the localization length by other means. For strongly
localized system we could expect that the localization length is signif-
icantly smaller than width of stripes used in calculations. We could
then expect that λM will converge fast to λ∞ = ξ1. Using the value
of localization length computed for the largest disorder (in case of
constant disorder amplitude – for energy at the band edge, where the
localization is the strongest), it is possible to establish absolute scale
of the localization length. Then by the means of equation (202) we
could find localization length for other Wj.
One could ask why we should bother with calculating whole set of
λM for each disorder W, as equation (202) allows us to calculate the
localization length from just one data point? There are two motives.
First reason is that such a procedure will be subject to large errors. If
we have set of values for the same Wi but different Mj-s, we know
that for all of them ξ(W) have to be the same and the fitting procedure
is much more precise. Second reason is that, in most of the cases some
of points for given Wi is in the range of already fitted part of the
scaling curve, while some are out of it. By using first part of them to
find ξ(Wi) and then using ξ(Wi) to shift rest of points, we effectively
find next part of f(x). Such procedure let us to continue fitting for
systems with even larger localization lengths.
Those arguments may become clearer, if I present the method in
convenient graphical form (Fig. 38). We plot logΛ(W,M) in the func-
1 In other words we could say that we have asymptotic form of scaling function f(x):
f(x) −→
x→0
x
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tion of logM−1. Then we find the localization length (ξ(W1)) for set
with the smallest localization length (lowest curve) and then translate
it by log ξ(wi) establishing the first part of the scaling curve. Then by
subsequently shifting further sets onto f(x) we obtain ξ(Wj). It can
be done by minimizing a variance:
Sj =
∑
i
(
1
N(i)
j∑
k=1
(logMik − log ξ(Wk))
2
−
(
1
N(i)
j∑
k=1
(logMik − log ξ(Wk))
)2 (203)
where i goes over strip widths and k over W-s, from strongest disor-
der to first not fitted (Wj) all ξ(Wj) for k < j are are known parame-
ters while ξ(Wj) is variable fitted to minimize Sj. The value logMij
is a distance from scaling curve in Fig. 38. In order to find it, we could
interpolate (but not extrapolate) known part of f(x). As long as there
are no gaps between sets for the different Wj – upon projecting them
on Λ(M,W) axis they overlap – we are able to find the localization
length for all disorder strengths. It is worth mentioning that f(x) de-
scribes universal scaling law and therefore should be the same for
wide classes of the systems.
exact diagonalization
Method applicable to any system, regardless its dimensionality, range
of tunnelings etc. is an exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. How-
ever, in most of the cases it is less efficient than other methods de-
scribed above, still there are some situations when it is worth consid-
ering.
Of course one have to remember that, if the chosen system size is
too small no localization properties will be found. Unluckily, diago-
nalization gives best results for one dimensional systems with nearest
neighbor tunneling2, but those systems could be very easily studied
using the recurrence method described in B.1.1.
Two cases, known for me, for which exact diagonalization is re-
ally worth using are fractal lattices and Aubry-Andre model. Fractals
due to their non-integer dimensionality which is hard to implement
into schemes presented above and the fact that usually finite systems
are considered, thus we do not need methods giving the localization
length for infinite systems. The Aubry-Andre, model as it have quite
specific spectrum: several vary flat bands separated by the wide gaps.
All the methods presented before used the energy of state as a pa-
rameter. In this way we will either lose a lot of computational time
2 Then the size of the Hamiltonian scales linearly with system size and for tridiago-
nal matrices diagonalization is faster and generates significantly smaller numerical
errors than for Hamiltonian matrices having more nonzero elements.
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Figure 39: Example of usage of statistics of ri to determine localization of
states. Black solid and black dotted lines are theoretical Poisson
and GOE distributions. Green, blue and purple lines are results
for increasing disorder strengths (source: [138]).
for nothing calculating out of the band or have to do diagonalization
nevertheless to determine for which energies calculate the localiza-
tion length.
I will present three methods allowing investigation of the transport
properties using the exact diagonalization:
Level statistics
In this method we need to know only eigenvalues which is compu-
tationally cheaper than obtaining eigenstates. Instead of using eigen-
values {Ei} itself we concentrate on ratio of consecutive gaps:
ri =
min(δi, δi−1)
max(δi, δi−1)
. (204)
where δi = Ei − Ei−1. Further we average ri close to chosen energy
E over many realizations of disorder r(E) = 〈ri〉. How the value r(E)
could provide us information about the localization properties? In
the case of localized eigenstates, their overlap is vanishingly small, as
they occupy different parts of the configuration space thus their po-
sitions should be uncorrelated and consequently distribution of gaps
should be given by Poisson distribution for which r(E) ≈ 0.3863. On
the other hand extended states overlap and ‘see’ each other which
induces level repulsion (lower probability of two states lying close
to each other) leading to a Wigner-Dyson distribution of gaps which
is characterized by r(E) ≈ 0.5359. Those statements could be further
confirmed by plotting {ri} on histogram and comparing with men-
tioned distributions (Fig. 39).
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Density of states
This method, created by Thouless [139], may seem quite similar to
one above, as again the distribution of energy levels will be connected
with the localization. Whole method is based on the fact that element
G1N of Green function of one dimensional tight-binding Hamiltonian
(7) is:
G1N(E) =
∏N−1
i=1 ti
det(EI−H)
=
∏N−1
i=1 ti∏N
α=1(E− Eα)
. (205)
The Green function has poles for all eigenvalues of Hamiltonian,
moreover residues of those poles contain informations about eigen-
state associated with given eigenenergy. Residue of G1N for energy
Eβ reads:
ψ
β
1ψ
β
N =
∏N−1
i=1 ti∏
α6=β(E− Eα)
. (206)
Where ψβi is value of eigenstate β on site i. As we have
ψ
β
N
ψ
β
1
= exp
(
−
N− 1
λβ
)
, (207)
by putting (207) into (206) and taking the logarithm we obtain:
λ−1β = (N− 1)
−1
∑
α6=β
log |Eβ − Eα|− (N− 1)−1
N−1∑
i=1
log |ti|. (208)
This relation could be also replaced by the integral, if the length of
the chain is sufficient and density of states is well-behaved:
λ−1β =
∫
ρ(x) log |Eβ − x|dx− log |t|, (209)
where ρ(x) is the density of states and t = N−1
√
t1 . . . tN−1 is the
geometric mean of tunnelings.
Properties of the eigenstates
In this method, the eigenstates of Hamiltonian have to be found. As
it is more computationally expensive it should be used, if for exam-
ple we are not sure if the localization is exponential and we want to
check precisely form of the eigenstates. If we have eigenstates found,
instead of the localization length we could use another measure of
the localization degree: inversed participation ratio (IPR)3 defined as:
IPR(ψ) =
(∑
i
|ψi|
4
)−1
(210)
3 Comparing with other works one have to be cautious as IPR could be sometimes
called participation ratio (PR) as well as the Participation ratio (PR = IPR−1) called
IPR.
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it is straightforward to check that for particle localized on only one
site IPR(ψloc) = 1 (the localization length for this case is 0) whereas
for wave evenly distributed over whole system IPR(ψext) = N (the lo-
calization length is∞). Usually for extended states IPR takes large but
smaller than N values, quite good method of checking whether state
is truly extended is calculation of IPR for growing system size – for lo-
calized functions it should be constant, whereas for extended it will
scale with the growing system size. Of course for too small system
sizes, the states which should be localized will exhibit all properties
of extended ones. Notable distinction from the localization length is
that IPR could pinpoint systems in which the particle is spread across
the system but still occupies small fraction of the sites.
Assuming that the wavefunction have exponential profile: ψi =
exp(−|i|/λ) it is possible to calculate the localization length from IPR
λ = arctanh
(
x
1/3 −
1
3
x−
1/3
)−1
, x =
1+
√
1+ IPR(ψ)2/33
IPR(ψ)
.
(211)
However, such an approach generates significant errors as IPR de-
pends strongly on the distribution of the wavefunction around max-
imum occupation. Thus IPR is sensitive to the disorder realization,
while the localization length is a slope of the wavefunction for large
distances. If there is a need to compare localization length with the
results of exact diagonalization much safer method is calculating the
localization length directly by fitting exponent to the slope of the
wavefunction.
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